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Carter Ready To 'Slug It Out'
With Ford In Tonight's Debate
_SAN FRANCISCO ( API — Jimmy
Carter says he's ready to slug it out
with President Ford in tonight's debate
on foreign and defense policies,. but
White House aides say Ford isn't
preparing for what may be the toughest
questions he'll face.
The second of the three debates
between the two presidential can-
didates is scheduled for 9:30 p.m!, EDT,
at the historic Palace of Fine Arts in
San Francisco. The three major
commercial networks and the Public
Broadcasting Service will televise the
Fiscal Court To
Meet Thursday
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will meet Thursday, Oct. 14 in the
county judge's office at one p.m.
One of the major items on the agenda
will be the approval of a resolution for
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
$4.1 million expansion program,
encounter.
There have been suggestions that
Ford may be asked during tonight's
debate about the effect on African
nations of the racial slur that led to
Monday's resignation of his agrjculture
secretary, Earl Butz.
And Ford may be asked about a
report by the General Accounting
Office, which says 41 American lives
were lost in the Mayaguez incident last
yefr because of hasty action and poor
intelligence.
Ford advisers brushed aside
suggestions that the Butz affair could
come up in tonight's debate, but U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations
William Scranton was asked in a
television interview on Sunday about
Butz' cohunents and he said they "will
hurt in the United Nations."
Ford has been unavailable for
questions on the Butz matter since it
became public knowledge -last Friday
night that Butz had made an obscene
racial slur 'about blacks. Ford's only
comments about the Butz case were on
PARK BOARD OFFICERS—Officers for the Murr9-Calloway County Park
Board were elected at the newly-formed board's fast meeting last night.
From left are Treasurer E. L Howe, Jr., Chairman Sid Easley, Vice-Chairman
Jean Blankenship, and Secretary Bettye Baker. Much of the board's time last
night was occupied with organizational business, and being brought up to
date on the progress of the recreational system in Murray and CallowayCounty thus far. The board will meet again next Tuesday.to begin regular
business. 
Staff Photo bv David HitI
Voter Registration Drive
Termed Success By Tucker
Over 90) new voters have been
istered in the latest Calloway
County Democratic Party registration -
drive 'according to Don Tucker,
chairman 'cif, the registration com-
mittee.
Tucker termed-, the effort a
tremendous success and allhough exact (-
figures are unavailable, he ,believes
that the goal of 1966 new registrants has
been reached. The 1966 total represetits,
.a 16 percent increase in registered"
voters in the county.
The final count also includes voters
registered through the efforts of other
organizations, including the League of
Cloudy 8 Colder
Mostly cloudy and cold with a chance
of showers tonight and Thursday. Low
tonight in the mid 40s. j-ligh Thursday in
the low 60s. Friday cool with a chance
of showers.
Women Voters, the MS_Li Sttident
Government, and the Murray State
Young Democrats organization.
According to Tucker, who has
'directed the registration effort for the
last three years, the reason for the
success of this year's drive is due
largely to the fact that for the first time
precinct workers were able to go door
to door and register voters.
Additionally, Tucker feels that voter
interest in this year's presidential
election is another factor favoring the
eincreasen -egistration. "Pollsters say
there is going to be a big voter
turnout, but 'there is voter interest here
and I believe the'hanal pollsters are
wrong," Tucker said. -
Tucker also added thai)low that the
registration effort is out of the-way the
party can turn its attention toward-the
election of Jimmy Carter, Walter' .
Mondale, and First District
Congressman Carroll Hubbard. -
R. L Cooper. standing right, administrator of the Calloway County Health
Department, explained the duties of the sixty members of the Murray
Woman's CIO who have volunteered to help with the Swine Flu vac-
cination clinics for Calloway County Citizens on October 20, 21, and 22 at
the Murray State University Livestock and Exposition Center on College
Farm Road. Mrs. C. W. Jones of the Woman's Club is coordinator for the
club volunteers with twenty persons from the club scheduled to help each
day of the clinics. Also assisting at the clinics will be the Red Cross volun-
teers and other persons in the community. On the left seated at the desk is
Mia Wilson, employee at the Health Center. Club members at the Tuesday
meeting at the Health Center shown in the picture include, left to right,
Mrs. Thomas Brown, Mrs. Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Ewing Swann, Mrs. C. W.
Jones. and Mrs. Robbie Harrison. Each of the ten departments of the
Murray Club had at least six or more persons to volunteer to help with the
community project.
Monday -when he read a_ prepared
statement in which he regretfully ac-
cepted Butz' resignation.
Mike Duval, a White House special
counsel, said Ford has been given no
special briefing material on responses
he could make either to questions abobt
the Butz affair or the Mayaguez in-
cident.
Carter,viho said after the first debate
that he had not been aggressive enough,
said of the second encounter: "I think it
will be a much more freewheeling,
much mOre aggressive exchange."
But White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said Ford could be
inhibited by the subject of tonight's
debate because his words be in-
terpreted by - foreign leaders as
reflecting American policy."
Jim Karayn, debate project director
for the sponsoring League of Women
Voters, said, "I think the candidates
will be looser now that they've been
through it once." .
Almost certain to come up in
tonight's debate is the report by the
General Accounting Office on the 1975
Mayaguez incident. The report, issued
Tuesday, is critical of the Ford
administration's handling of the in-
cident.
Forty-one Americans were killed in
the operation. While the assault was
underway, the Cambodians, who had
seized the Mayaguez, a merchant
vesSel, released-its crew.
The GAO, Congress' auditing arm,
said a-Marine assault of an island off
the coast of Cambodia was ordered
despite reports from U.S. pilots that the




Joe Dyer, vice-chairman of the
Calloway County Board of Education,
was elected vice-chairman of the First
Region Kentucky ' School hoard
Association at its annual meeting on
Tuesday, October 5.
The organization represents 80 school
board members and 16 school
superintendents in the western most
part of Kentucky.
Dyer has served on the Calloway
County Board. of Education since
January 1975, at which timehe was
elected vice-chairman. He is Director
of Food Serviees for Murray "State
University, a position he has held_for
the past four years.
Miss Sandra Stark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Stark,
represent Calloway County in the
Dairy Princess Contest at Mayfield
on October 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Stark along with
Sandra and their son, Jerry, and his
wife. Melisa, owo and operate
Startu Farms.
Sandra has, shown dairy cattle
since she was 10 years old vsith
Grand Champions and Junior
Champions at many state, district
and county ,Lairs. Sandra has
always been active in showing and
feeding calves and many jobs on
the farm. She has participated in
various 4-H and FFA dairy a(-
tivities. One of her favorite ac-
tivities is dairy judging, in which
she has won honors at the State
Dairy Judging Contest and has
represented Kentucky in out-01-
state dairy national contests.
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STER AND ESSAY WINNERS — Winners have been announced In the Murray Fire Department poster and es• contest. From left, Fire Chief Jackie Cooper, Assistant Chief James Hornbuckle, and Inspector Clarence Boren.the fire truck are, from left, Charles Vella and Jeanette Cower, first and second place, Division Four Jimmy Mkney, Shane Mastera, and Kenneth Mikulcik, first through third places in Division One; seated, top, Lisa Russell andMike Tabers,.fira. and second place, Division Three; ahd, seated with posters at right, Elizabeth Ann Fain, RamonaBurnley, and Molly Imes, first through third places in Division Two. At right are foe Allbritten and Mike Farley, mem-bers of the Murray Fire Department.
Winners Announced In Local Fire
Prevention Poster, Essay Contests
Winners have been announced in the
Murray Fire Department Poster and
Essay Contest, held last week.
Winners and their prizes are:
Division One, grades one through
three), first place, Jimmy McKinney, a
bicycle donated by Peoples Bank and
Murray Datsun; second place, Shane -
Mastera, a photograph from Creative
Photography; third place, Kenneth
Mikulcik, a pass to the Capri-Cheri
Theatre and a .$10 sayings *account at
Federal Savings and Loan.
Division Two, grades four through
six t, first place, Elizabeth Ann Fain, a
bicycle from the Bel-Air Shopping
Center; second place, Ramona Bur-
nley. cologne from Holland Drugs, $10
savings account from Federal Savings
-a,nd Loan, and a $5 gift certificate from
Settle-Workman; third place, Molly
Imes, a pen "and pen-cif set from Twin
Lakes and a theatre pass.
Division Three, ( grades seven
through nine, first place, Lisa Russell,
a• bicycle from the Bank of Murray;
second place, Mike " Tabers, a $5, gift
'Joe Dick Named
To National Post
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray was today named to a position
of national leadership' in the banking
industry as a member of the Corn-
inunity Bankers. Division Executive
Committee of the American Bankers
Awciation ( ABA
W. • Liddon McPeters, the new ABA_
President spid the Community Bankers
DivisiOn _oversees related programs on
behalf of the ABA, whose membership
totals 13,550 banks-93 per cent of the
nation's total.
Dick took office (?ri the final day of the





Murray's League of Women Voters
will hear Mrs. Peter Davey, Fern
Creek, Kentucky, discuss League
(i-ganization and state and national
programs at its meeting Monday night,
October 11, at 8 o'clock at the United
Campus Ministry.
President -Louise •Sickel urged all
members and prospective members. to
be at this important meeting
Reports will also be given' t) the
observer corps who attended various
meetings in the conununity since the
last League meeting. Mrs. Sue Van-
dergrift will give a ten minute sum-
mary of parliamentary procedure
Five Injured In
Two Car Wreck
Five persons were injured in a two-
car accident 6.4 miles south of Alurra
on Highway 121 around 12:30 a In
today, according to Kentucky State
Details of the accident were not
available, but the injured were listed
as: Eleanor Dillon, Granite City , Ill ,
listed in satisfactory condition today at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital;
Wanda Terry, Granite Oty, treated and-
released ; Julie Terry, age five, listed in
satisfactory but still serious condition
this morning at the hospital; Geneva
McCage, of Murray, treated and
released-; and Bobbie .Fike, Murray,
treated and released.
Unofficial reports said Ms. Dillon,
Ms. Terry, and Miss Terry were in a
small foreign car, and that Mrs_
MCCage and Fike were in The other
vehicle when then the accident oc:
curred.
certificate from Ryan Shoes, $10
savings account from Federal Savings
and Loan, and cologne from Wallis
Drugs. -
Division Four, ( grades 10-12), first
place, Charles Vella, a calculator
donated by Storey's Food Giant; second
place, Jeanette Cooper, a $5 gift cer-
tificate from Scott Drugs, a $10 Federal
Savings account, and a $5 Littleton's
gift certificate.
Divisigns One and Two entered' the
poster contest and Divisions Three and
Four entered the essay contest. Judges
for the poster contest, were Charles
Bennett, a graduate assistant in the
Murray State art department and
Shannon Calvert, a senior in the art
department. Judge for the essay
contest was Kent Forrester, a professor
in the Murray State English depart-
ment. -
. Honorable mention students in the
first two divisions will receive: a Ward
Elkins $10 gift certificate and a theatre
pass; and a $10. Graham-Jackson or
Buckingham-Ray gift certificate and a
theatre pass. Also, fourth through tenth
places in the first two divisions will
receive two quarter chicken dinners
from Burger Queen each.
DI‘ISION ONE — First place win-
ner in Division One of the Murray
Fire Department poster and essay
contest was Jimmy McKinney, who
won a bicycle donated by Murray
Datum and People's Sank Wan Inn-
my is Ronald Jackson of Murray Dar
sun.
DIVISION TWO — Elizabeth Ann Fain was the winner in Division Iwo 01
the Murray Fire Department poster and essay ciintest. With fliiabefh is
( artVinc ent of Otasco. She won a biiyc le donated by the Bel-Air shopping
- Center. -
DIVNON THREE — First plate winner in Division Three oi the Murrav fire
Department poster and essay contest was Russell. who won a Ito
donated by the Bank of Murray. With Lisa is bank president Joe Dick.
YJE1-
DIVISION FOUR — Charles Vella was the winner in Division Four of the
Murray ,Fire Department poster and essay contest. alma.% won a
al( ulator,/onated by Storey's Food Giant. With ( haries is Cliff Higginson.
of Storey- s. swifts/An% to 1)4‘, id Hill
-
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(Of interest 11) )Senior Citizens
Basic Clothing Class
Planned For Seniors (
A course in Basic. Clothing
Construction will be offered
-for - g'etioi citizens in Murray
beginning October 13.
According to Verona
Grogan, the course will in-
chide demonstrations and
some laboratory work on such
sewing operations as pattern
and fabric selection, fitting
.and pattern alterations,
cutting, marking, and con-
struction techniques, in-
cluding collars, sleeves,
pockets, zippers, buttons and
button holes.
The deadline for signing .up
is October 11. Offered tnrougn
Murray State-Uoiversity, -the
•course will be tuition-free for
enrollees 65 years of age and
older. The course will be
taught by Mrs. Sue Fairless,
assistant professor in Home
Economics at the University.
Those who are interested
should call the senior citizen
office 753-0929 and give your
name and phone number to
the secretary, Beverly Carter,
or contact, Verona Grogan at
753-0924 by Oct. 11.
According to Mrs. Fairless,
techniques covered in the
course will be those that are
easy to do and give the gar-
ment a professional look.
The first meeting for the
course will be at Ellis Center,
October 13, at 10:00 a.m.
Subsequent meetings, as
planned, will take place at the
Univeriity in Applied Sciences
North, Room 405, from 9:30 to
12:00 on Wednesday mor-
nings. Plans are now to
provide the class tran-




student' at the University of
Louisville Medical School, has
been elected to serve on the
Student Council. He will at-
tend the American Medical
Students Association con-
vention in Atlanta, Ga.,
October 21 and 22.
Mr. Trevathan is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan
of Murray and is married to
the former Pamela Corbin.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. William Roberts of
Murray has been dismissed













who fell to Earth
With David Bowie
I 7:20,9:20
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It's Different Now
That He's the Boss
By Abigail Van Buren
.0 25765, aucago T111.1.11 Y 1W &Ind 5"
DEAR ABBY: May I put in my two cents about
married men taking their secretaries out for lunch and
cocktails?
When Jack (not his real name) first met me, I was the
new girl in the office, and Jack was a salesman. My two
bosses (both married) kept inviting me to lunch and
cocktails to "unwind" after work, but I -never went because
I didn't think it was right. Besides, I was going with Jack,
and he used to say that girls who accepted such invitations
were tramps.
Now, 20 years terri; Jack doesn't gee anything wrong
with taking HIS s tary out for lunch!
What:a-your thinking on this, Abby?
STRAIGHT ARROW
DEAR STRAIGHT: Al I've said, it all depends on
where they lunch, the frequency of the lunches and who's
feeding whom what.
DEAR ABBY: Someone wrote asking how to introduce-
a person with whom one has an intimate relationship
without marriage, and you said, "Call 'him/her a 'friend.' "
I am appalled that you would give a exual connotation
to the word "friend."
.„ I have been going with a very fine gentleman for two
years whom I've been introducing as my friend. Now I'm
wondering if everyone thinks we are bed partners.
I refuse to call a paunchy, 60-year-old haan my
"boyfriend," but what do I call him?
Abby, please find another word to describe a 1ive.h pal.
, FRIENDLESS IN N.Y.
DEAR FRIENDLESS: Why must one be labele,
according-to whether or not the relationship includes
sexual intimacy? (It's nobody's business.) Friendship is a
large umbrella that covers platonic relationships as well as
roommates. Not every friend is necessarily a lover, but I
would hope that every lover is a friend.
DEAR ABBY: I have a comment or two to make about
the letter from PASTOR STEVENSON. It was written in
response to a prior letter from a young girl whose, father
had sexually abused her. PASTOR STEVENSON sugges-
ted that the girl had "tempted" her father-by wearing
"tight-fitting, revealing clothes."
This attitude is another variation on the theme that any
woman who is raped must have been asking for it. It
places the burden of guilt on the victim rather than on the
attacker—where it belongs!
The pastor seemed quite sympathetic to the tempted
father, but had not a single word of sympathy for the
abused daughter.
The pastor just assumes that the girl dressed provoca-
tively: One is innocent until proven guilty, pastor!
No man can be forced into committing rape. He does it
by choice, and the responsibility for the act belongs to the
man, the perpetrator—not to the woman, his victim.
C.J.S.: SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR ABBY: You are entirely-too soft when it comes.
to disciplining children. I may be old-fashioned, but I
raised three well-behaved children by using the 3B
system—Bust their Butts with a Board.
3B BELIEVER_
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBYf Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self•addressed envelope, please.
Genealogical Society
Plans For New Book
The Calloway County
Genealogical Society met
Monday, September 13, at the
home of Mrs. Charles R.
Stubblefield, New Concord, to
disciiss the production and
publication of its forthcoming
book, "Family Records of
Calloway County, Kentucky."
Mrs. Stubblefield, president
asked members to report on
the progress made in the
collection of records. It is
desired by the society that as
many records of county
families as possible be in-
Invites .vou
To its Open House
On
October 7th. 8th & 9th
2.300 Broadwav
N'ine O'Clock AM to
Fire O'Clock PM
- 850 Gift Certificate
Gh•en /lwav Daily
Come in and Register
of Paducah
eluded in the new book.
Records will give all data
possible on births, place of
residence, marriages,
military records, children.,
deaths, and place of burial
from as far back as they can
be traced to the present time.
It was reported that only a
few copies of the second
edition of the society's last
book remain unsold. It is
called "Bible Records of
Calloway County and
Adjoining Counties."
Since it is wished that this
new book be as complete as
possible, Miss Maude Nance
was asked to place an ad in the
Murray Ledger & Times
asking for records of any
families which may have been
overlooked.
It was agreed to extend the
time for publication to March
in order to give more time for
people to send in their records
and to prepare those collected
for publication:. .
At the close of the meeting,
Mrs. Stubblefield served a
dessert course to the mem-
bers: Mesdames James Byrn,
John Livesay, Humphrey Key,
Clifton Key, Wesley Waldrop,








Suzanne Schroader, left, and Toni Bohannon, both
teachers at North Calloway Elementary School, recently
participated in a workshop for Kentucky Association
Superviso!s and Curriculum Development. The
workshop was held at Ramada Inn, Bowling Green. The
two teachers explained how an interest center could be
made for use in the classroom. They also displayed an
interest center on 'Mexico" they had made in an
education class under Dr. Garth Petrie.
The green door•














Toilet Seats aren't just
plain and white any more,
they have flowers, frogs,
even the stock market
report on them. Some are
Early American, others
are very modern, some
are sophisticated, elegant
and quiet. Others are
bright, colorful fun-types.
For standard size toilet
seats and beautiful plush
bathroom rugs, come see
me at the Green Door.
Bobs Hopper










William N. ( Bill) McLemore
of Murray 1.1 a patient .at
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
'Tenn., where he underwent
surgery recently. His address
Is Methodist Hospital, Room
548 Bast Wing, Memphis
-Term
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Bob Parrish of Dexter
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Robert Phelps of
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By Helen F. Andrew/M.S.,
Health Educator
Natural Childbirth "
Because childbirth, in a hos-
pital has too often been a de-
personalizing experience, wo-
men are increasingly asking
for home delivery.
Most physicians consider
this a step backward, because
the complicationsuf childbirth
can be unpredietAle, sudden,
and life-threatening. Efforta
to solve this dilemma have
taken several forms: ,
Many hospitals are taking
'steps to make labor rooms
more homelike and are per-
mitting husbands to remain in
the delivery room during de-
livery. This c's especially true
where a nurse-midwifeis a
part of the obstetrical team.
- Modern-day midwives, who
are RN's with an additional 6
to 24 months of training; are
handling deliveries after the
doctor examines the/ patient
to determine that the delivery
will be normal. This frees the
doctor to handle complicated
deliveries.
"For the patient, the chief
value of a nurse-midwife is the
quality of care she gives,"
writes Marian Hammer in
"Life and Health- (June,
1976). "She is there, soothing.
helping, encouraging, ready
to deliver the baby when the
patient is ready. Unfortu-
nately. many doctors _ have
been known to put in an
appearance only. afters •de-
livery has been held bock, or
in time to cut the ;umbilical
cord.'
Another approach to mak-
ing the experience of child-
birth a more satisfying one is
natural childbirth, which is
becoming increasingly popu-
lar. One' method involves the
use of hypnosis, which has the
-se:4'0os dl-awback that it puts
one mind under the control of
another.
Less hazardous are the
Grantly Dick-Read and the
Lamaze methods,which elimi-
nate fear- and block pain
th.rough prenatal education
which includes mental-condi-
tioning, training in proper
'breathing-, physiology, and
physical fitness exercises.
There is also a trend toward
permitting the baby to spend
more time with its mother in
the hospital. This along with
breast-feeding contributes to
the baby's physical and emo-
tional well-being and to a close
relationship between mother
and child.'
1975 0, a a(
Prea,r” Depa1rma-m-- 1-4,0i Con-
terer,c• of Sayttoth-dloy Advatntitt*
Lunch Time
Fitness Program
Lunch Time or anytime we have a program for








meet at seven p. in. at the
church.
Cherry, Corner Baptist
Church _ Baptist Women,
Baptist Young Women, and
Xcteens will meet at the
church at seven p.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meerat seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with work on
puppets at 10:30 a.M., lunch at
noon, and table games or
bazaar work at one p.m.
Ceramics class for Senior
Citizens will be at St. John's
Center, 1620 .West Main Street,
from 1:00 to 3:30p.m. Call 753-
9725 by 11:30 a.m. for tran-
sportation.
Concert for children by MSU
Symphony Orchestra will be
' at 8:45 and 10:00 a.m. in
Lovett auditorium.
't
Broadway musical will be at
MSU Theatre'at eight p.m.
--Wildlife film, "The
Vani.shing—Eden," will be
shown in MSU Student Center
Auditorium at seven p.m. No
admi.stsion charge.
Wednesday, October 6
Broadway musical will be
,presented at Murray
University, Theatre at eight
"The Crises In Belief"
seminar continues at 1:30 p.m.








Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 5,6, 7, 8,9
Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
I.)
Sowth 12th St. I
All net, Bator, chtldren and adults. One taunt per ruhrecc Adclutontl tulltectt —groups
or lodnudualt In tame family —$1.00 per statues-I. No pn3ofs —choote from fintshed pro-
feytonal porrratn ipotry—our sele,non.1 You tray telect addottonal portratts offered at




Club will meet with Irene
Tucker at seven p.m.
Garden Dipartment,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:45 a.m. at the club
house to go to Brandon
Springs, Land Between the
Lakes.
Tbuislay, October 7
Xi Alpha Delta Chepter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
East Elerhentary School.




Club will meet with Mrs. John
Workman, 1508 Parklane, at
1:10 p.m.
Broadway musical, "A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum," will have
its closing night performance




„will be in the MSU Student
Center auditorium from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
West Kentucky food service
school will be in room 206,
Stewart Stadium, MSU, from
nine a.m. to four pin':
First District Industrial
Arts Association annual
meeting will be at ten.a.m. in
room S-101 of MSU Applied
Science and Technology
Shopping for Senior, Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. For transportation call
753-9725 by 9:15 a.m. andll
a.m.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Joel Smith of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
SILO tf,
I 114t, fr Mae,
To Be Married
Miss Debbie .1.rnn Fortner
Mrs. Alma Fortner of Murray Route One announces the
engagement awl approaching marriage_ of her youngest
daughter, Debbie Lynn Fortner, to Randall Lynn McNeill, son
of Mr. arid-Mrs. Willard McNeill of Boaz.Roule One.
-The bride-elect is attending Calloway County High School.
s Mr. McNeill, a 1975 graduate of Lone Oak High School, is
presently employed at the Mayfield Milling
CAThe wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, November 27,
at two p. m. at the Coldwater Baptist Church with Rev. Larry
Solomon officiating. Invitations will be sent to friends anfl
relattieS.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m. ,t
Bridge Club To
Meet At Hall
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met` On 'Wed-
nesday night, September 29,
with three and one-half tablet r -
Winners for the evening
were: First place, Dalton and
Marcia Darnell; second,
Wally and Ann Swann; third,
Bob and Ruth Howard.
Bridge is played every
Wednesday evening at seven
o'clock at Gleason Hall on
North 12th Street ( next to St.





The annual fall meeting of
the first District of the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs will be held'
Saturday at the - First
Christian Church, Blandville
Road, Paducah, according to
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Murray, governor of the
district.
Mrs. LaFollette said the
Lone Oak Woman's Club will
be hostess for the meeting
which will open with
registration and coffee hour, at
nine a.m. followed by the
meeting at ten a.m. ,
Members of both the Hazel
Woman's Club and the Murray
Woman's Club plan to attend
the meeting. Mrs. LaFollette
said due to Interstate 24
construction, access to the
church will be by Minerva




Everyone has ESP, extra-
sensory perception, says Dr.
Jean Lorrah, who teaches a
course called "ESP 'Through
the Tarot" in the Life and
d Here
abilities."
The first tine she taught the
C01/1-3e, Dr. Lorrah says, she
was not sure whether the
ability could be taught. "I was
Learning Series at Murray astonished at the results. By
State University. "It is a the end of the course, each and
natural ability, just like our every student was reading
'mine (ive senses; but some 'accurately — discovering
people can use it better than things he could not have know
others, just as some people
can see or hear better than
others."
Dr. Lorrah has had great
success in teaching people to
use their innate ability
through the ancient cards
known as the Tarot. 'People
think of these cards as magic,
but they're not," says Dr.
Lorrah. "They are simply a
psychic focus, with many
Symbols to allow the user to
develop his own powers of
character analysis and in-
terpretation Of events and
feelings. There is no magic
involved here, at all — only
each individual's own natural
except through ESP."
"ESP Through the Tarot" is
available once again,
beginning October 14 at six p.
m. in Faculty Hall 407. There
will be four two-hour Thur-
sday -e v en i n g sessions,
October 14,• 21, and 28, and
November 11. There are no
prerequisites for the course:
anyone is eligible to take it.
The cost is $8.00,_plus about
$10.00 for a set of cards and an
Instruction book. To register,
call the Murray State
University Center for Con-
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Pot over dry skin Choice of Wig. or
MAGI. 10 oz. lank
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WIN A1976 FORD PINTO
Register FREE Drawing
at any participating
Downtown Merchant Shop where you Save with the Downtown Murray Merchants Association
Oct. 23, 3 PM
Courttiouse Lawn
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•Look in the secnon, in which
your tarthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
•to the stars.
ARIES
i Mar. 21 to Apr.201 grA
Curb a tendency to be overly
criireal. Don't look for flaws in
every situatioh which , eases.
Emphasize tolerance and. op-
timism.
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 211
— Job matters are likely to
conflict with personal desires,
but accept the situation for The
present. It will pay off later,
GEMINI,
I May 22 to June 21) :/14fr
Strongly beneficent Mercury
influences should lend fresh
vigor and zest to your activities.
Also, your outgoing personality
shqiild' win new friends.
CANCER
(June M to July 23) 480
Without too much trouble, you
should be able to breeze through
this day with fine results. Aida:
  Good timing in your approa_Ches_.....
and practical execution of
plans.
110 AtiCt -(July 24 to Aug. 231 -
• Some planetary restrictions.
Be tactful in discussions and DO
control emotions. Some
situations will call for unusual
discretion.
VIRGO
24. Ca Sept. 23) WP‘ii.
Dissidents or others not
having your best interests at
heart may try to dissuade you
from following carefully laid
plans. Ignore them,
LIBRA .11..r2L
Sept. 24 to Oct. 2.3i
Do not be swayed by your
emotions. Objectivity Will bring
you a clearer view of all
situations. A romantic in-
volvement will call for an
especially perceptive eye.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nveltP
A good period for everyday
matters and, - in some respect,
for the unusual and ex- /
traordinary. Look for some/-7 .
good news in the ;Km.
SAGITTARIUS
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stars warn against vacilla-
ting, changing plans or projects
before they have been given a '
fair chance. Steady does it.
CIERICORN las
r Dec. 22 to Jan/201 A)
Maintains Falm attitude in
all situations nct you can avoid
itration. Stress tact
s — especially with
of the opposite sex.
AQUA 1.16
- I Jan/21 to Feb.' -19)
. ade.ideas, reach for wider
h#izonslmey broaden as you
gam more ground, knowledge.
Think big, bit. do not step so
briskly -.that you overtook
details.
;'..PISCES \
(Feb. 20 to Ma2,11/1) 
X
Influences, so ewhat ad-
,/
verse now, suggest- that you
:avoid antagonizing others. If
necessary to assert your
viewpoint during discussion:. do
so dispassionately.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely sensitive,- amiable,
personable and artistic in yOuy
• leanings. Your:love of beauVis
outstanding, as is 4our
discriminating taste. Your
appreciation of color and your
keep sense of symmetry and
proportion make ycru a
"natural" for the-art field, and
your gift of words, which is
truly eloquent, could bring you
outstanding success in • the
world of literature. Traits to
conquer: moodiness and tact-
lessness. Birthdate of James
Whitcomb Riley, Amer. poet;
• June Allyson, screen star.
The NeW Flu
The newest strain of human
influenza is "A New Jersey
76," the official title 'of the
strain as desienated by the
Center for Disease Control_ of
the U.S. Public Health Serv-
ice. The letter "A" repre-
sents the type of influenza
' virus: "New Jersey" is the
site of origin f. Fr Dix, sT.J.
and "76" is the year of dis-
covery. The "A New Jersey ".
7" desigtiatlon fits the estab-
lished pattyrn of geographiC
descriptirrn" as in "Hong
Kong." "Asian," "Victoria"
inf I tierrz'as of the past
Though it is often referred
to as "Swine Flu," pork prod-
ucts are-not a factor in the
disease. Public health offi-
dials have emphasized that
their concern is with human-
to-human transmission; that
for the general public, hogs
are not :involved.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Euel Lockhart of Murray
has been 'dismissed from the
Westgrn Baptist Hospital,
PidIcah.
BEAUTIFUL COATS AT A ltro REDUCTION!
NO CHARGE FOR LAYAWAY.
PANT COAT
Flattering polyisstelush. oat has
sensational stylinrikith tuck-.front
and backtie -ben, searrp-taclzst 'atcs





Newest to Lamb trim hooded
pant coat of 1044 poly_e4ter plush. 
Cam-
el. Sizes to 15.
Saucy skar coat teitures 'shirt i-ook with
wett'eam pockets and back, tOp cock-





3 1 8 -
- Fashion plus, in this skat boot
- coat with luck .fronr and back,






cushioned insole and bouncy crE-






22 players in action plositionS








Official siz ,and weight ball,
steel goal, net locks-arkinnet..
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. equal Opportunity Employer 753-87
7 7
1-6 Sun. Liinit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Panking
JUNIOR
Pretty acrylic plaid cot has
Iamb triiii cotiar and cuffs
and solid MellOn rtick plack-
ets, skirt and tie. Navy or




lush pant coat has tie
Nan and tucked back.







Made of durable Salem maple
upholstery. 27" high:
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Sensing The Aen's
Though the recent conference of
Third World nations-was highlighted ttY
an attack on the United States for its
role in Korea, these countries also
singled out America for its allegedly
"colonial" policies towards Puerto
Rico. . • _
This action by the arrogant states of -communism and sought to infiltrate
the Third Wald is a reminder that !and radicalize labor unions./
Puerto Rican independence has an According to the Senate study, the
important place - on the agenda of PRRWO has been
revolutionaries in many lands, variety of leftist
In view of this, Americans should pay. Young Soc• •
more attention to the revolutionary Socialist
agitation concerning Puerto Rico.
A recent staff study by the Senate
Subcommittee on Internal Security
indicates that a main faction of t
Puerto Rican independeneemoveett,
the Puerto Rican RevoluMnary
Workers Organization t'PRRWO)-
demands not only Puerto Rican in-
dependence but alseAlie Overthrow of
the government United States.
Moreover, PRRWO and its
iteesieueeepr oiganizations,• which are
affiliated with Cuba and Communist
Chjrzi, have used bombing, extortion,- -
Wriaming,. and assault in hopes of
achieving an independent Puerto Rico
and the -establishment of a
revolutionary regime in the United
States.
The 'PRRWO began as a Chicago
street gang, the Young Lordr. Later, highest standards of living in Latin
%viten the Young Lofcli became' The
Young Lords -Organization (YLO), As for the PRRWO, it is not an
leftwing radicalism characterized the organization dedicated to freedom.
group's activities. In 19723 its leader Puerto Rican "independence" is being
met with senior Chinese' Communist 'used as a ploy to lead that country and
officials and adopted its current name the U. S. down the road to communist
(PRRWG)...It-produeed a revolutionary totalitarianism.
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: PUERTO RICAN REVOLUTIONARIES HARRIGAN
manifesto, asserting: "We oppose
capitalists... we fight anti-communism
... we want a socialist society."
Under. the direction Of the Chinese
Communists, the Puerto Rican
Revolutionary Workers Organization




rkers -Party. It attended
rallies th the Puerto Rican Socialist
P and the Revolutionary Union.
Some Americans may be concerned
that in Puerto Rico the United States is
blocking an independence movement
not unlike the American movement of
1776. This is not the case. The pe---OPTe of
Puerto Rico have indicated time and
again that they want to retain their ties
to the United States.
Puerto Rico, it should be remem-
bered, ' is self-gevei Ring corm'
monwealth freely and voluntarily
associated with the United States. The
people elect a resident commissioner to
the U. S. House of-Representatives.
The 100-mile long island in the nor-
theastern end of the Caribbean Sea was
formerly an unincorporated territory of
the United States. It has one of the
The Murray Ledger & Times
Tbe -.Murray Ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, 1;;Iy 4. Chris rmoi Doy. New Year's
Day, and Thanirtgrving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky. 42011
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by comers 51 25 per month poyobte ,n
°giro-Tice By mail in Calloway .County"
ond to Benton Hard.n Mayfield Sedali
and Farmington Ky and .s
Buchanan ond Puryear Ten 15 00
per year By mail to othdej4tTt,noltons
$30 00 per year
Member of Assoro‘ted Press Ken.
lucky Press As.s °bon arid Southern
Newspaper P shers Assoc,otton
hEARTUN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLIIII, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this. column.
Heartline : My wife is 51 years old and
has been hospitalized off and on for the
past' tiTO- years because of various
disabilities. She has not been able to
work at all for the last two years and
there is no chance for her to work
again. I have always worked and have
been the main breadwinner. Is it
possible for my wife to draw Social
Security Disability under these con-
ditions?. B. T.
Answer: Your working has no eifect
at all on your wife being eligible to
receive' Social Security Disability. The
only criteria for her to be eligible are .
her physicaLsonditionand her amount
of work time alder Social SeettritY. You
should contact your local Social
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, October 6, the
280th day of 1976. There are 86 days left
in the year.
mgrinpttil history :
On this date in 1683, the first German
settlers in America - arrived in
Philadelphia.
On this date -
In 1470, King Henri, VII of England
was released 'frorn the Tower of Lon-
don: - -,
__Bible-lhought
Z/And David said, Is there yet
any that is left of the house*
Saul, that I may shewzfiik.
kindness for Jonathan's/Sake?
II Samuel 9:1. 
,t4:i' 
• ../
)1tGod's mercy ward us is
never occasio d by our own
goodness; -' is extended to us
for Jes sake.
Security Office immediately to
your wife applyfor disability benefits.
Don't delay because there might be a
possibility of retroactive benefits,
which can only be paid for 12 months.
.Heartline: I am 66 years old. I filed a
claim with Medicare in May, but I have
net heard anything from them yet. Is
there any way you can help me on this?
R. S.
Answer! Yes, Heatiline-ran help you.
We have developed methods to cut the
red tape for people having prohlems
with various government aMitles.
Send Heartline your name and address,
copies of your bill, your Medicare claim
number, andlhe address of your local
Social Security office. Upon receipt of
this information, we will _contact the
proper people and help to solve your
problem._ Remember, never send
_originalpapers, only copies.
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10 Years Ago
Chief Boatswain's Mate G. D. Brown
Lying on the Guided Missile Fugate
U ing which completed her first
tour of off the coast of Vietnam.
011ie Hall, o W. Chester, N. E.
Cohoon, 0. L. Jr., and Glenn
Crawford have been el to serve on
the Agricultural Stabihzal,on and
Conservation Committee for Cullway
County.
Deaths reported include -Oren
Hutson, age 59.
Holmes Ellis, mayor of Murray and
board 'member of the Kentucky
Municipal League, has been elected
vice-president of the Burley and Dark
Leaf Export Association.
Births reported include a boy, Kelly
Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Gene
Woods on August 31. -
20 Years Ago
The Murray City Council voted to,
instruct ate building cokimittee to
purchase the property at South Fifth,.
and Poplar Streets, oid -Boyd Gilbert
property, for a future location of city
and gas offices. Darrell Shoemakif,
Burgess Parker, and Carl Kingins are -
members,of the committee.
Deaths reported inclode Mrs. 'Sallie
Elizabeth Hutctiens Blaine, age 105, of
Fort Henry, Tenn.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry and Dr. Harry
Sparks were featured speakers at the
annui0 meeting of the Calloway Counly
Homemakers Clubs held October 4 at
Kenlake Hotel. ,
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Bowling Green 48 to 13.for their fourth
straight win of the football season.
Births reported inclUde a girl, Anita






know about firs aid for
mt c rims" Do you knoye
,hat to do ip an emergency.
• especially -it it occurs an your-
Wouldn't it be helpful to have
a first-aid chart pinned up-
where you could review it occa;./
sionally and refer to it quick4(
you had to act promptly 16pre-
vent death or seritjii conse.
outlives liOin an OldeM-
Because No rr,any of us, includ-
ing childrare at home for
certain Jslurs of the day, our
house ds are the sites of half of
accidents They result in
/aboutjsall the deaths and much
it the disability from emergen-
Cies
Tlet injuries are from IninOrto
major in their severity and in-
clude bunts. cuts, 
near-drownings. fractures, eye amage. in-
sect bites, abrasions, bruises and
head injuries I with or without
the loss of consciousness)
Illness may strike, with occur-
rence: such as food being caught
in the thrdarUbstructing the
By F.J.L Blasengame, MD '
passage of air, an epileptic.
heuure, a heart attack, hemor
rhage. stock. a stroke, or poison
ins or • overdose of medicine
to do eititemanagernent
ot en of the mue•A common'
-,t'ypes of home medical emerges
cws is explained in the new edt:
bon of "First Aid in the Home:' a
reference chart produced by the
Council on Family Health. m
-c.c.cpc,ation,Statt the American'
Medical .Association. the Amen
can Academy of Pediatric.',. and,
the American, Association of
Potson-Ccentrol Centers
According to Ivan Combs',
chairman of the council (which
is a nonprofit organization spon
street by the manufacturers of
mcdecinest "Tex; miny Amen
cans and their families lack a.
basic familiarity with emergen-
cy first-aid measures: Emergen-
cies, by definition, are sudden
and unexpected Knowing what
to do unit' the doctor arpt es can
help WAsenlhe high edest of acci
dent.', and medical care in. both
liffrfrilf and economic terms
The chart- has space for
recording important emergency
telephone numbers and advice
for (puck and proper treatment
lrfisIS tips abobt 'Safe storage
and the use of medicine Within
,-the hornet
Sutgle copies of 'First Ai its
the Home are available to in-
dividuals and families by. writ-
ing Department FAS..'Councti up
Fa,m4'Health. 633 Third
Avenue. l'ork.. 111017.
Up to liLientiati are aYailakile at
no COM It, organIZallOns, and
large quantities may be
purchased for 10 rents .a copy
Q R.E..asks what is meant-
hy the middle ear
, A For 'descriptive purposes,
the ear is che'aded into three
parts -• outer, middle and inner
The outer consists of the part
that sticks oil from the side Of
the head (puma) arrl the canal
that- leads inward to the
ease( the skull haw and. IN
ear( urlsz....The outer ear es en-
composexi of semicircular canals
for equilitosan, wed the her..
and hearing portion i cochlea'
'The middle ear is a chamber
about the sue of alishjpeit-
liicàled 
-
between the outer and
inner parts of the ear lii this
,-pre are three smaff hones that
transmit ttw cibrations ot the
eardrum t I e nerve endings
The ye in the: middle ear is
'Aro Uut uppeF-itere eat -hy-
mn,*II tube. IF.ustactliam
"Thi math a throat into.11011.% [nal
extend to tlw ninkile• ear and
(2.1trilLI.One 101111 it eariiltit. flit
EuNt.ninan tube altos*. the
air pressure to be maintained
about the same on either side id
the tantrum .
fits„,!\11.s .10 ant, lo kittivi 110'
numb' ;it c. in .1 1.11,e..,
wine
A A I elass it a dr.,
wine beekjer eateries Lib
Ili 95, 1 tan a cssor4 IM•-. .
like purl la loch .ciirasun, 114.;
195 •.i bit R., I /r
145 to 150 calot is.
w• • mi. • ••• w • • am •m• • im•
A= •II•• ••• MP =NO NO
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Low Price 58'
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. GOLDEN POND. KY. -
Renew your relationship with
nature at the "Great Escape",
Friday through Sunday,
October a-io:at Kenlake State
Resrt Park near Aurora.
SpOnsoned brri A and the
Kentticky Deriariment of
Parks,. the —Weekend is
designed to provide par-
ticipants with opportunities to
enjoy fall in the lakeland area.
Guests can choose from a






The program will begin
Friday evening, October 8,
with registration from 5 to 8 p.
m. Mac Fitts, superintendent
of Kenlake State Resort Park,
,will weleome the guests; Ann
Winstead and Darryl Arm-
strong, Land Between The
Lawsuits Filed To
Recover Student Loans
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP, —
The head of the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority says lawsuits have
been filed against six former
students to recover payment
---orredlintiOnalThans.
The average amount owed
- by the six students is $800,
Paul Borden, authority
executive • director, said
Tuesday.
"We began this program
with the attitude that it was a
'loan program and that we had
abligation.• to make
-collections," Borden said/
-Our record has been very
&Lod to date and we intend to
- keep it that way."
Utilities Co.
Adnnts Defeat
/LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) •.4.-
/Kentucky Utilities Co. hasadmitted defeat in its effort to
increase rates in 10
municipalities ( and , Berea
College.
The U.S. Supreme Court
rejected Monday the utility:
appeal for a rate increase
William Duncan, company
president says, )!The court
declared us wrong, so we've
got to respolid in some ,other
way 4std I don't know what
' Way "that would be at this
The company • had argued
before both the court and the
Federal Power Commission
IFPCt that the increases_
---w•ouldhave been the First in.15
years and added that three
rate decreases have been
approved in the same period.
However, the FPC held that
contracts for the electrical
service don't provide for
• increases and can be ter-
anated only on three years'
notice. •
1.41tes, will provide orien-
tation and the opening
remarks. Following there will
be a campfire sing-along and
refreshments.
Saturday, October 9, par-
ticipants can choose from
horseback riding along the
secluded back country roads
in Land Between The Lakes
led by John Charron; enjoy a
leisurely nature hike with
Mary Krapf; gain instruction
in canoeing from Dan Hen-
drickson or Ed Ray; learn the
rudirnents of tennis from
Eddie Hunt; try the sport of
rappelling down. cliffs with
Chuck Rippy; toss a few casts
with avid sport,sman Hope
Carleton; or learn outdoor
culinary aft from Kenlake's
campfire gourmet, Bob
Hopper. In the -afternoon _-
guests can bicycle with Jerry
Boyher, canoe the Little River
Canoe Trail with Janet
C,aldemeyer; or advanced
tennis players can brush up on
their game with Hunt.
The Kenlake artist-in-
residence will have a special
art workshop explaining the
technique of painting nature
subjects at the 14dge Saturday
afternoon. In the evening
Kenny Frye will call a Grand
Ole Kentucky Square Dance.
Early birds will want to join
Ed Ray for an Early Bird
Walk Sunday morning at 6:15.
Sunrise _services will also be
held. Other,Sunday activities,
will ipclude a nature
photography workshop, a tour
of ,Impire Farm at Land
Between The Lakes, tennis,
?horseback riding,—bicycling,
and "A Nickel's Worth of
Nature's Knowledge."
For additional information
on this special weekend write-
or call GREAT ESCAPE,
TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY






FRANKFORT, Ky. AP t —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
has been asked to dismiss a
challenge • to the
constitutionality of the state's
death penalty statute.
A motion by Atty. Gen.
Robert Stephens' said several
_other appeals on the law's
constitutionality are before
the Supreme Couri and that
the matter is also likely lobe
reconsidered by the General
Assembly this fall.
- The Jefferson County
commonwealth attorney's
office made the appeal after
Jefferson Circuit Judge
George Kunzrnan declared the
death penalty unconstitutional
in the _cases of Lester M. !lose
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Chicken Breast Lb 83'
Fornriy Pock
Legs or Thighs Lb 59'
Chicken Wings Lb 39'
- COUPON_ 31778
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. TAP) —
What's in a name? Not what
you might tttink, says a
Citizens Bandradlo enthusiast
who's disturbed thit,a local
prostitute uses a CB to kurn
up business.
Mrs. Nickie Green, a
member of a ,local CB club,
says some CB buffs here are
upset because they've been
propositioned by truckers
who've heard about a
prostitute who uses' the handle
"Shady Lady' to solicit
business over the airwaves.
Since the prostitute
revealed last week in an in-
terview that she uses a CB to
solicit 10-minute, $25 in-
terludes with truckers, other
women here who use the same
"handle" have been asked by
drivers to meet them for a
"cup of coffee."
Mrs. Green says the other
women with the same handle
are of "good reputation" and
aren't prostitutes, but they've
had to endure numerous jokes
and slurs about their virtue,'
"It ain't funny," Mrs.
Green, 22, said in an in-
terview. "Not every shady
lady is really shady." -
In the interview, the young
prostitute said she went on the
air during the night, asking
truckers to meet her at
designated points for "cof-
fee." After that, she said, they
agree to meet at the nearest
stopping place and then climb
into the sleeping compartment
of trucks.
-I know one Shady Lady
who's my friend, but she's
certainly not a prostitute,",'
Mrs. Green said. -I hear on.
my radio what she's been
getting. She's been getting
asked if she serves coffee,
stuff like that. Oh, is she ever
getting it — from all 23
channels. She has a CB in her
car and at home.
"I've heard people coming
on Channel 23, saying they
know Shady Lady that I know,
anti they know she's not a
hooker, butthey tease andsay
they want the Shady Lady
hooker." Mrs. Green said,. .
'The other night, I broke in
to a conversation and the guy
was asking her ( the legitimate
Shads` Lady to go to a bar,
and she said her better half
wouldn't like that. She didn't
mind at first, but it's getting to
the point where it ain't funny.
-4fter a point it gets where you
ddn't think it's funny no more,-'
asking if she serves coffee."
Mrs. Green said there are
150 members in the CB club
she belongs to and that several
have the "Shaft Lady"'
handle.
-Five or six are married
and have children. Only thAit„
one is the 'prostitute," Mrs. N
Green said. And the prostitute
isn't a clubinember.
- Her friend is "taking it quite
well," Mrs. Green said, and
doesn't plan to change her
handle.'
"It's a cute name. On the,
CB, you pick a cute nZine,ene
that you like, It doesn't really
matter . whether you are
'shady' or not, Mrs. Green
said.
"It's.„ -a Pretty common
handle., It's a nickname like
Sneaky Pete. That doesn't ,
otmean tie' sneaks up on ,,..
Peocite— 
7_
Mrs. Green said she uses
her C$ as a social instrument. -
."Couples that don't - have
friends in Louisville, they tune
in to a channel to meet
people," she said. "They meet
for real coffee breaks. We
don't use it for `tricks': for
prostitution." .
Others besides prostitutes
use CBs to drum up business,
Mrs. Green asserted.
, "It's not just for shady
ladies," she said. "For
example, I had an antennae I
had foe the past three months
and my husband wouldn't help
me put it up. I got on the radio
and they came over and
helped me put it up. If you're
in the right business, you can
get clients."
The Shady Lady whouses
her CB to drum up business
says she workl from dawn-to-
duskiand reports earnings as
high as $560 a night. She works
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700P. M. Bro. Ray Grimmitt
-Bro. Lake Riley
7:00 P. M.-.13ro. Robert Usrey
Bro. Ronnie Newberry
10:00 A. M. Bible Study
11 :00 A. M. Bro Haroldirvan
12:30 P.M. Dinner on the Grounds
2:30 P.M. Singing
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s
TOBACCO BARN BURNS—Tobacco belonging to J. V. Hill, of the Hazel
area, burned in this fire early today just south of Hazel. About 2',2 acres of
leaf was being fired in the barn, which was engulfed in flames when the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit arrived.
State Health Officials See
No Danger From Test In China
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )—
State health officials plan to
continue testing today for
radioactive fallout, but say
there is no immediate public
'health danger from a nuclear
bomb test in China last week.
There were -detectable"
but "low" amounts of
radioactive fallout over
Kentucky Tuesday, according
to Charles Hardin, directer of
_ The, Radiation -Control -Branch
of the Bureau for Health
Services in the state Depar-
tment for Human Resources.
Hardin said the amount of
radioactivity was". aVout
"three to four times" above
normal.
"We will coetinue sampling
1 the air until we are assured
there will not be any-more,"
'he said.
Hardin said the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency notified Kentucky
officials . that there Might be
higher levels of radiation in
the air over the Bluegrass
state as a r'esult of the nuclear
blast Sept. g at the Lop Nor
testing site in western China.
Hardin said Kentucky's air
Sampling network was ac-








DETROIT ( AP) A 22-day-
e41 United Auto Workers
strike against Ford Motor Co.
is expec,ted to last at-least
another week despite a ten-
tative agreement which peis
UAW members closer to a
four-day work week. The
three-year contract, agreed to
late Tuesday, must be ratified
by 170,000 Ford workers who
struck the nation's second
largest automaker in 22 states
at midnight Sept. 14. Union
officials say it could take a
week to 10 days for ratification
and end the walkout, which
has shut 62 Ford assembly and
manufacturing plants and
brought the firm's North
American production to a halt.
UAW President Leonard
Woodcock said no details of
the settlement would be an-
nounced until after it is
reviewed by the international
executive board and the
National Ford Council.
levels slightly higher than
usual, he said.
Hardin said the Kentucky
alert network has not been


















Staff Photo by Ovid Hill
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 6, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 744' Est, 700 Barrows &
Gilts mostly steady .25 higher Sows 50-
110 higher
US 1-2 200420 lbs  . 634.35-34.75
US 1-3 209-2401bs  $33.75-34:25
US 2-4 240-26011w $33.00-33 75
US 3-4 260-260 lbs.  $22.00-32.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $26.50-V 50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  626.50-27.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 927.50-36.50
US 2-3 300400 lbs. 925.50-26.50
Soars 19.00-22.00
Weekend Deaths 'Frustrating' To State Police
FRANKFORT,. Ky. ( AP)—
St ate .police say it's
_:frustratine" that 14 pameng-
died in state highway traffic
accidents last weekend.
-We're doing everything we
can think of," said Lt. Ernest
Bivens, head of safety
education for the state police,
."and we don't know what else
to do."
Bivens said many of the
fatalities appeared to be the
result of careless driving. -
The weekend deaths raised
Kentucky's death toll through
Sunday to 662, compared With
657 through the sane date last
year. Three more persons died
Monday, according to the
Traffic Records Division.
Bivens said he talked with
several of the troopers who
investigated the weekend's
accidents to determine why
there were so many fatalities.
He said they indicated
.careless.driving played a part
in at least four accitients that
took 11 lives.
One driver told the state
trooper. investigating the
accident that he had turned
his head to look at his wife and
daughter and had inad-
vertently pulled in front of
another car. In another case, a
car rolled up and over the car
in front of it. In a third case, a
man told the state trooper he
felled to see a stop sign and
rammed an oncoming car.;
Bivens said the accidents
happen Mainly on secondary
roads and state police don't
have the manpower to patr
all of those.
But he also said the fact that
a stale policeman is sitting out
by the side of the road won't
slop an accident.
He said the main problem is
that people are -not making
driving_ a primary source of
their attention."
He Said his advice is to
-know yourself, know your
car, and know where you're
going."
On the other hand, many
accidents happen because
drivers become over-
confident, feeling they know
the road. He noted that many
accidents happen just five
miles from someone's home,
on familiar roads, because the




WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
U.S. Justice Department has
awarded the state Depart-
ment of Justice a $99,858 grant
for a demonstration project of
a juror management study in
Jefferson County.
. The' project will emphasize
the administration of an
efficient juror system.
RICHMOND, Va. ( AP) —
Fines totaling -more than $17
million against two firms and
two individuals for dumping
the pesticide Kepone into a :-
river "clearly signaled that
polluters will be held ac-





Tuesday's ruling by U.S.
District Judge Robert R.
Merhige as a "landmark
decision." Allied Chemical
Corp. was fined $13.2 million
after the firm pleaded no
contest to 940 separate counts
of discharging Kepone and
other highlY-stoxic chemicals
into the James River. Life
Science Products Co., which
took over Kepone production
from Allied in 1974, was fined
$3.8 million. But since the firm
is now defunct and has no
assets, there's no way the fine
can be paid. Two former
Allied employes who founded
"-"-- Life Science, William P.
Moore and Virgil Hundtofte„
were each fined $25,000 and
placed on probation for five
years.
SHOES Men's, Women's, Boy's & Girl's
ibis includes Nee 's.4110
Boy's Canvas, Oxford
and High Top
10% Off Thurs.-Fri.-Sat Only
"leave yourself an out—a
place to go When that guy
comes fiver the median into
your lane...let up on the ac-
celerator -when approaching
an interseetton— you'll only
lost a few seconds."
Bivens said people tend to
be more cautious -when
driving on holiday weekends
because safe driving is well
publicIzed—but he said non-
holiday weekends ,ere
potentially just as dangerous.
The statistics Show that .
December is the second-worst
month of the year for






PAINTER PANTS Sizes 14 Mai 42 wad JACKETS
All Canvas
Good Selection Men's Lightweight
JACKETS
Good selection
. Boys and Girls lightweight
12 Mos. to 18 Yrs.
S799 io S1499
S., 14., 1., 1-1.,
New Siiipmed Boy's
'JEANS - S699 S199 $899
Hairs .8 Sells,
Slims and Regulars.







by Sloshes, Maverick, Flair, Bells and Straight Leg Waist
,Sizes 19 aro 50 Maid
1"-s10" &
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
"THE GREATEST
TRAVELING SPORTING ARMS AND
AMMUNITION SHOW ON EARTH."










Develops 28,000 rpm for fast, smooth routing. Dial





Enameled steel cabinet, 35
clear plastic drawers, many






• Open-end on one .
box-end on the other inc!





Two drawers, each 2-7 8:
high, lock. tight when licks
closed. Sturdy steel. T T902
31/2-Inch
HOME VISE8"
Permanent pipe jaws, re-
placeable steel faces. Preci-




Popular sizes with regular &
Phillips tips—to handle
most any' job. TS5
6-VIAL,
28" LEVEL 695
For tile professional or dis-
criminating handyman. Has









Choose rip or nail type.
Fully Oolished face & neck,








High-speed steel bits in 15
sizes-1/16 to Y2" in 32nds.
Full jobber lengths. 1525
Phone 753-2571
We're your local hardware -merchant with national chain




Fits on a card table, stores
on a...closet shelf—ideal for
apartment, mobile home,
etc. Powerful—cuts wood









With accessories it can drill, hammer drill, scrape,
gouge, chisel, drive and remove screws. Adj.  -






Ind! dust-collecting attachment, sandpaper and polish-




29 Black & Becker
Powerful. Reversing adtion lets
you back out screws remove
jammed bits. Triple reduction
gearing. Side handler, 7230— •









1/2 Gal. Save 20'
Ajax .
Cleanser
21 oz. %IN 10' 3
Duncan
Hines
Prices Good Thur. Oct. 7 thru Wed. Oct. 13
..FOOD VAWES WITH YOUR BUDGET IN MIND!







12 oz. Save 20'
494
















































Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Last Winner
Armour Test Tender U.S.D.A. Choice
Bub Garland
New Concord
*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You
Do Is Register loch rime You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursdef Morning.
• Employees of Parkers and thew Families not eligible to

















(Center Cuts-51.39 lb.) -










































Liimit 2 Dozen at this price./_
Be Sure To


































































•• • Coconut 6 ciz. Pkg. 39°•
 Frosty Acres Chuckwagon
•• Steak 12-oz. Pkg. 89'•• Morton, Beef, Turkey, Chicken






20 lb. Bog 994
FROZEN FOODS
EASY- DELICIOUS
Frosty Acres Fresh Grated


















• Offer Expires 1043-71







"If You Matc ur ua ty... You ant : eat ur ' rice
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No Predictions Being Made On Recovery Of Bodies In Mine
OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP)'—
The bodies of 11 men who died
in the second of two coal mine
_explosions have lain deep
inside Big Black Mountain
-Imre for nearly seven months
and officials have stopped
predicting when the remains
will be recovered.
"It's impossible to make a
prediction about when we'll
reach the bodies," H. N.
Kirkpatrick, head of Ken-
tucky's Department of Mines
and Minerals, said in an in-
,terview Tuesday. We don't
- -know what's ahead. Any time
now we'll be getting closer to
, the section where the ex-
plosion occurred. We haven't
seen what kind ofslamage that
was caused yet."
The men were killed last
March 11 in the second of two
fatal explosions in Scotia Coal
Co.'s No. 1 mine here. The
bodies are located about three
miles inside the mine and
about 1,000 feet beneath the
surface of the mountain.
They died while attempting
to shore up the roof of the mine
so that a federal investigating
_team could enter to probe the
cause of a blast that occurred
two days earlier in which 15
men perished. The bodies of
those miners were recovered.
The mine was sealed with
the 11 bodies still inside
because officials said it was
too dangerous to_attempt to
recover them.
'A-recovery operation began
July 14, . when the mine was
unsealed,' but volunteer
workers have'skin into one
delay after another':
When the _mine was
reopened--officials said the
bodies probably would be
redovered by mid-
Seeptember. Later they said
mid-Octobec, and now,
federal, state and company
officials all decline to
speculate.
First, dangerous methane
gas, which caused both
explosions, was removed from
the mine. Then volunteers
were delayed by water that




— Waves of Police firing
machine guns and rockets and
hurling grenades stormed a
university campus today to
crush a demonstration by
several thousand leftist
students protesting the return
of Thailand's former military
dictator. The military-like
assault came after rightists
and left-wing groups ex-
changed small-arms fire at
the Tharrunasat University
campus. Police said at least 15
persons were killed and at
least 180 were seriously
wounded. Unofficial reports
placed the casualty toll at 30
dead and 100 wounded.
NEW YORK 1AP —
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger begins talks with
key Arab and Israeli leaders
today in a rejuvenated Middle
East peace effort. Kissinger's
second week of consultations
with foreign ministers at-
tending the U. N. General
Assembly begins with a
breakfast meeting with Israeli
Foreign MinisterYtraTAllon.
Kissinger will then have a




Kissinger • planned talks the
rest of the day with leaders
from Indonesia, Pakistan,
Cyprus and the Philippines.
For dinner, Kissinger invited
British Foreign Secretary
Anthony Crostand to his suite-





BEIRUT, Lebanon AP) —
Arab League mediator
Hassan Sabri Kholi
threatened today to withdraw
the league's small
peace-keeping force from the
only crossing point between
Beirut's Christian and
Moslem sectors unless right-
wing Christians stop shelling
the area. Meanwhile, Kama]
Jumblatt, top leader of the
Palestinians' Moslem leftist
allies, ordered a general
mobilization in the leftist-held
areas of Lebanon in the face of
a renewed vow by Syria that
its intervention forces in
Lebanon will not withdraw
until they have imposed a
-total peace" in the civil war.
the bowl shaped shaft.
The water has been pumped
out now, but "bad roof" is
causing the men to work more
slowly, Kirkpatrick said.
Kirkpattick said the
workers have passed the
halfway point in the recovery
operation but may be delayed
even more if they continue to
encounter more rock falls.
"We're approximately 7,600
feet from ,the bodies, that
means we've gone about 11,000
feet he recovery
operation began, Kirkpatrick
said. "We are getting closer,
but we do have bad roof,
several rock falls, in front of
us. We are taking every
precaution and no one has
been hurt. We feel good about
that."
He saidasme sections of the
mine could "cave in at. any
titne"T and that the six
recovery squads are having to
proceed with extraordinary
caution.
The second blast, he added,.
could have caused serious roof
damage that conceivably
could delay the opeation
further. -
"We jUM have to take our
time and -not risk the lives of
the people wOrkitig in there,"
Kirkpatrick said. "But we are
advancing. We're not setting a
target date because we just
have to be careful and take the
first consideration the people
that are working in there."
Ralph Dye, an official of
Blue Diamond Coal Co. in
Knoxville, Tenn., which owns
the Scotia mine, said the
company is trying to avoid
making predictions about
when the bodies will be
brought out.
"There's never been a
recovery operation like this
before in the mining in-
dustry," he said.
Revival Service
Murray Church of the Nazarene
Doran Rd.
Oct. 4.10 7:30 Each
Evening Except Sunday Night 6:00
Evangelist Rev. L. V. Henderson,
Pastor J. P. McCaffry
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.




With Patented "Twin Transducers"
The 3000 Fish Lo-K-Tor
•
0-60 Ft. and 0-120 ft. dual depth scale; heavy duty, seamless aluminum construction.
New high speed transducers fore & aft. Use front transducer and 60' scale for fishing -
back transducer and 120'scale for running.





Already have a Lawrence Locator? All you need is the new
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8 oz. 394 Washington State
PEARS lb 
 79  Spin Blend Salad
DRESSING
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State Preparing To Take On Returning Blackbirds
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP I —
The blackbirds are returning
to Kentucky, and the state is
preparing to take them on in
animal feedlots and their
winter roosting areas, ac-
cording to the state's Pest
Control Director.
Coburn Gayle, director of
the Division of Pest and
Noxious Weed Control in the
state Department of
Agriculture, said Tuesday
that the twq-tiered attack will
be under way within a month.
The division will distribute
poison bait in the feedlots and
prepare to spray the roosts
with detergent when suitable
weather arrives, he said.
When the detergent PA-14 is
sprayed on roosting birds in
cold, wet weather, it strips
their feathers of protective
oils and they die of exposure.
Farmers got being sur-
Veyed to-see how many want
to take part in the program of
baiting large feedlots with a
poison called starlicide. Gayle
said.
Al a recent seminar at
Western Kentucky University
in Bowling Green, experts
argued about whether the
birds cause the crop
lows—farmers believe they




Dr. Joseph Linduska of the
National Audubon Society said
the birds pose 'a "knotty
problem.. .and I'm afraid
there's no ready solution."
Richard Plunkett, the
society's vice president for
science, noted that the birds
are heroes in the north during
the summer, when young
blackbirds may consume 500
million tons of insects during
June alone.
in winter, however, they fly
south seeking warmer
weather and a grain diet,and
are a problem at feed lots,
where they eat grain fed to
cattle and hogs and can infect
young hogs with Iran-
snissable gastro-enteritis.
Dr, Burt L. Monroe Jr., a
University of Louisville or-
nithologist who said he's been
"mucking around blackbird
roosts for 18 years," said the
redwing blackbirds, cowbirds,
starlings and grackles that
roost in Kentucky and
Tennessee have nothing to do
with the spread of
histoplasmosis.
Monroe said the usually
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WINTER COATS .• 18
Latest 'Zhivogo' Looks. Lush Acrylic Pile, Smart Plaids, Regular, and Boot Length,
closures. Sizes 4-12
Toggle or zip •
Fine Fashions. FALL/WINTER 91 Gr' ""'1"*."' Tar: s"' mwe' $Gnats, Pi Mis 




Machine Wash, MangpStyles PANTS, SKIRTS, TOPS
in No-Iron Polyester
.si•wwi Styles • PAOCIlifl• Wosimble
Sues 10-13 Sizes 1O-1893




Flame Retardant, SPORT S
HIRTS
I 00% Pre-Sine* term ,••••















PLAY SUITS awes Sims S-M-l•Xl 
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•/.:,t! s%v: ' r 0 t " ...
De seep trans, tested legs, pastels, prints, esailinations,
SO% Acetone, 20% Polyester. Newberg Size
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- Cookie Sheet.0.4.1..0 
Oblong Pon
Sizes $-M4 -- 8" Square Pon
$908
deilor
Your Choice Only $ 
100
 -
, New Sweeper From Bissell
ZOOM BROOM





for dress or casual look. BOW Block, Lodi's' Sixes 5-
Value
Genuine Glove Leather 8" '
WORK BOOTS
Worm Pile or Lee
Goodyear Welt, Fully insalated, sit resistant sole, full Guilt Lining
cushion insole Reg 519.00 Sizes 6' 2.11, 12 Cold Weather $888
$1677 JACKETS
Sturdy Styling is Popular Color
10C°0 Preshrunk Cotton Selections. Soy's Sims 4-7 '
FLANNEL SHIRTS
%odd*, 4-14 Parkas




2 for $500 Nord or Median' BristleAdult Site Reg. 39'
SUAVE Mild A Geoff, 
74
SHAMPOOS 16 sic She Rat 7T





Olympic Plaza P. N. Hirsch & Co. Mon. - Sat. 9:30-9.00
Hwy. 641 N. Sun. 1.5
which aboet-fifoto 90 per cent of
the populatiqn of western
Kentucky and Tennessee has
been exposed, is carried by
,the windborne 'spores of a
fungus that growsin the earth.
The experts did not deny,
however, that the birds are
capable of causing problems
at a farmer's feedlot or
devastating the winter wheat
fields that sprout in the fall.
Gayle said Tuesday that he
and Bob Wade, president of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation, have asked farm
bureau officials in all Ken-
tucky counties to ,supply the
number of animal feedlots'
that have suffered bird
damage.
Gayle said jiis division will
bait the feedlots with
starlicide, "and once we get
the system going we may
make the bait available to
farmers we have trained to
use it."
He said the program will
concentrate "on five or six
counties in southwestern
Kentucky where there are 30
or 40 goodsized feedlots, and
on isolated feedlots in central
Kentucky and far western
Kentucky."
He said he and Charles
Danner,., a U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Department official
stationed_ in I.exington, soon _
will begin surveying Kentucky
roosts to decide where to
spray with chemicals.
He said 20,000 to 30,000
blackbirds have been sighted
in the Russellville area, where
there was a large roost last
year, and some 100,000 near
Franklin in Simpson County.
The roosts have been con-
centrated in southwestern
Kentucky in- previous years,
but Gayle said he believes
there is a large roost forming.
this year in northern Ken-
tucky. "We just haven't found
-li yet," he said.
Gayle said there have been
reports of large numbers of





The Kentucky State Police
has issued its report for the
month of September for
Calloway. County, as released
by Trooper Richard Wright,
public information officer.
Trooper Wright said the
state police 0.sued 87 citations,
gave 57 warnings, assisted 87
motorists, investigated 15
accidents, and arrested seven
drunk drivers in Calloway
County during September.
The uniformed personnel
also made one criminal lit-




through the month of Sep-
tember in 1976 compared with
three the same time in 1975. In
the Post One area, covering
eleven counties, 43 fatalities
have been recorded compared
with 37 for the same period in





meet Thursday, October 7, at
seven p. m. for a business
meeting at the school.
Joe Greene, president,
urges all teachers: parents,
and interested perstns to
attend.
  (27'04 41a/tket
Prices of stocks-of local interest at
noon toda,y furnished- to the Ledger Is
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Western Union  
Zenith 
Prices of 'lock of local interest at noon
EDT, tocra. furnoshed to the Ledger k
Times by First of Michigan Corp_ .of




The annual convention of
the Kentucky Moose
Association is slated for Oct. 8-
,10 at the Ramada Inn at
Paducah.
Also the annual conference
and convocation of the Ken-
tucky Women of the Moose
will be held in conjunction
with the convention.
Scheduled to appear on the
Moose program are Phillip
Morse, Aurora, Ill., general
governor of the Loyal Order of
Moose, to represent the
supreme Lodge, and Louis J.
Ferraro, . Madison, Tenn.,
regional director of the order
for the states of Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Arkansas.
Mrs. Lois Walters, Sidney,
Ohio, who served as grand
regent of the Women of the
Moose during 1974-75, will be
an official visitor to the
women's sessions. • -
James Mitchell, Cadiz, head
of the KMA, will preside over
the business sessions during
the convention with the
assistance of Romuel Toon,
Louisville, secretary of the
state organization.
High points of the sessions
will include a question and
answer period with Morse and
Ferraro-and the coronation of
the "Queen of Sponsors" by
the Women of the Moose.
Chestnut Grove To
Honor Its Pastor _
The seventh anniversary of
Rev. W. T. Atkins as pastor of
the Chestnut Grove AME
Church will be observed on
Sunday, October 10, at the
church.
A basket dinner will be held
Sunday and Rev. Dreiv of the
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church will be the guest
speaker.
Special services will be at
the church tonight, Thursday,
and Friday nigt!ts.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1
no change.
Below dam 302.3 up 0.4.
Barkley,Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1
no change.
Below dam 304.4 up 0.5.
-Sunset 5:56. Sunrise 7:26
a.m.
Moon rises 5:04 p.m.
The Hallelujah Singers will sponsor a "Commtrnity Youth Singing" at the Owens
Chapel Baptist Church, located on the Penny-Airport Road, on Saturday, October 9,
beginning at 7:00 pm. Singing for the group are, left to right, Eck row, Mark Willie,
Darvin Stom, David Murphy, Randy Neale, Mark Glover, David Stom, front row, Renee
McDougal, Kimberly Willie, and Shannon McDougal. Also working with the group are
Earl Neale and Faye Willie. The Singers will be featured along with several different
youth groups and specials from local churches in the area. A special invitation is ex-
tended to the young people of the community and to all others to attend this special









Saturday, October 16, 7p. m.
at the M.S.U. Exposition Center
MURRAY
Sunset Boulevard Music






































































• Large 14 Cu. ft.
capacity


























Get in on fast-cooking convenience.-
. Automatic defrosting cycle thaws
'frozen foods quickly
• Cooking times reduced up to 75%
• Large oven capacity handles













These features make meals a snap:
• Cooking times reduced up to 75%
• Cuts clean-up time aryl trouble
• Large oven capacity handles















8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Store Flows: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday ontil 8:00 p.m.
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Murray High Falls To
- -Third In Grid Ratings
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - Scott County, a 26-6 loser to
The King is dead. Long live Lexington Lafayette, was
the king -.again. fourth. Unbeaten Boyle
For the seventh time, a top- County remained fifth.
ranked team has fallen and The State AAAA- jankings
has been replaced in The remained urichapeed with
Associated Press high school Henderson r County, Paducah
football poll. Tilghman, -'Ashland and
The latest to ascend is Owensboro Catholic filling out
unbeaten Corbin, which the top five behind Bowling
moved into _ the State AA Green.
leadership after Murray, last Elizabeth(own, fifth list
week's No. 1 team, was upset week, switched places with
by Caldwell County 1-6. Danville • this time around to
Corbin, meanwhile, ..won its account for the only change in
fifth _game in a.,"„iittitny starts_State AAA. E'town blasted
by bouncing tylICounty 3.541, Rath • Hardin 42-21 while
The other 'four top-ranked Danville dropped its first
teams avoided the upset bug game of the year, 31-29 to
last weekend and each held Lexington Henry Clay:
con‘fortable leads in this
week's rankings.
Trinity, 6-0, remained tops
in Jefferson County AAAA,
Bowling Green is No. 1 in State
AAAA, Franklin-Simpson
maintained .its narrow lead
over Erlanger Lloyd in State
AAA,,and Harrgdsburg was a
comfortable No. 1 in State A.
The State AA rankings
underwent a considerable
shakeup after Murray and No.
2: Scott County went down to
defeat. Mayfield jumped two
spots into second place while
Murray slipped to. third and
Raceland and Ft. Campbell
remained 2-3 behind
Harrodsburg' in 'State A, with
Heath and Owen County
reillaeing Richmond Madison
and Bellevue in the fourth and
fifth spots, respectively._
Heath bettered its record to 4-
'2 by downing Todd County
Central 28-14 while Owen
('ounty. 6-0, cuffed Eminence
40-8.
Richmond Madison,' No. 4














5.0'boro Cath. (4-1) 61
Others receiving votes, listed













2.Erlanger Lloyd (6-0)(6) 140
3.Newport CaU 4-543 422
4.Elizabethtown (4-2) 94
5.Danville 15-11 83
Others receiving votes, heed-
alphabetically: Shelby Co., Un-






5.Boyle Co. fl)-0)V1) •
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Bardstown (1),
Caldwell Co., Somerset. •
. State A .
-1.Harrodsburg (54)(14) 149
2.Raceland ( 5-0)( 1) 125
• 37t. Campbell_ ( 4-1) 120
4.Heath (4-2) 78
5.0wen Co. (6-0) 56
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically..., Bellevue, Fair-






PLAYER TO WATCH-A man to watch in the future at Mayfield is big defensive tackle Tommy
Seavers Here, Seaver broke through the Murray Nigh offensive line to sock Tiger quarterback
Greg Morton. The Mayfield defense never allowed the Tigers post the Cardinal 30-yord-line.
(Staff Photos by Mike Sr)
Tiger Eighth Graders
Fall 28-0 To Mayfield
A. powerful and speedy
eighth grade team from
Mayfield handed Murray
Middle School its first loss_of
the season Tuesday night in
War Memorial Stadium.
The Cardinals, who were 1-1
entering the contest with a win
over Heath anda 'omit:it:trove
Junior High, smeared the
eighth grade Tigers 28-0.
While Murray was not able
to generate much offense
against the tough Cardinals;
Mayfield was able to sustain
only one long march for a_
touchdown,
Two of the four Mayfield
touchdowns came on break-
away runs fqr long yardage
and the other on an in-
tercept ion. .
In the first period, Mayfield
fumbled on its first series and
Robert Sant agado -recovered
for -the--Tigers who were
stopped on their 'series.
With left in the opening
eight-minute period, big
Charles Peron broke loose
down the right side for a 76-
yard scoring run and Mayfield
had a 6-0 lead. Parrott was
stopped on - the two-point
conversion run.
Early in the second period,
Mayfield had the ball on the
Tiger two but fumbled the
Wolin and Gary Sims
recovered for thctigers.
Still, Murray was not able to
move the ball, though fullback
Albert Ball and tailback Eddie
Requarth both had several
good runs for short yardage.
With Murray on the
Mayfield 47-yard line and
finally starting to move,
Taylor Carlisle of Mayfield
picked off a-pass and troll




the co ersion and Mayfield
10,
'The Cardinals had thrba
on the Murray 10 with only 10
seconds left in the half but
Scott Hill of the Tigers picked
_off a_pess to end the Cardinal
scoring threat. 
••
The Murray defense got,
fired up in the third period and
did an butstinding job on
stopping the MaYfield offense.
Several times, the Tiger
linemen blew back the




ly crashed in for




Parties by apeetetreer .
and Sunday 2 to 4
Also in the third period, the
Tigers moved the ball a little
better on offense as‘ Morton
connected nn gidtiple'-tof
passes and Santagado and
Greg Schanbacher both had a
couple of good runs. "
Near the end of t
period, Mayfield t
midfield and
TIGERS ON DEFUSE - Mayfiek1 quarterback Tommy Hite (10) is stopped by a host of Nor
defenders. Mayers indeatifiebie by number for Murray are Ouestin Walls (7)), Tony Herndon
(78) and Robin Roberts RC.
Former Wildcat Dave Roller
Big Hit With Green Bay Fans
By MIKE O'BRIEN
AP Sports Writer
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) -
-Teammates call Dave Roller
"The Imperial Lizard."
That's. because the round-
faced defensive tackle is-the
Green ,Bay Packers: resident
flake, a 262 pound funseeker
who enjoys practical jokes
almost as much as-well,-
sacking the other team's.
quarterback. '
His reputation as a cut-up
has been long established. And
after what he did to the Detroit
Lions in the Packers' 24-14
.1 firmly believe in fans and
players having fun," he said.
"I'm not trying to bea hot dog,
but that's what football is all
about. Everybody in football
is so uptight. You got to do
this. You got to do that. Hell,
all you got to do is win games._
You should have fun doing it.
If it means doing little dances
on the field, I'm all for it,"
Roller isn24--above having
harmless fun at teammates'
expense.
"I remember one night ir
training camp," he said. "The
dog days of camp. You know,
-National - Football -League- 4wo-a-nayi, -and everybody's
victory, last Sunday, his stock
._as-a ',pass rusher never has-
been higher:
The Packers tackled Lions'
quarterback Greg Landry and
his, backfield mates_ eight
times for 61 yards in losses..
Roller, credited with two.
sacks himself and, assists on
two others, showed amazing
speed for his size as he tore
through the Detroit offensive
line. His hollering, arm-
waving, flamboyant style,
which included a postgame
victory shuffle at midfield,
charged the Lambeau Field
crowd to frenzy.
"Dave is a very excitable
young man," Packer Coach
Bart . Starr said. -He's a
reckless, rambunctious
player---That's the way this
game should be played."
"Roller, tvhOse lfrsacks for
the- titlh'ern California Sun
helped earn him World
Football League defensivy
player bf the year honors in
1974, put it another way.
."I'msort Mjikp j Parkpr 
receiver) Kenny Payne," he
said. "A free spirit, free-
wheeling_ I get excited and
emotional. I like to jump up
and down and scream, and I
like other pys to do it., .
"When I played in the World
league, everybody knew me
out there," he said. "A bunch
of people formed a group
called 'Roller's Rooters.' They
would go to our • games, get
drunker than hell, put up signs
and just have a little fun. At
the end of the year we ha
little get-together an es
gave me a trophy.
over-AL
only a few
plays, wer gain knocking at
the dborV
in, the call went to
arrott on • a third and goal
and he trotted in from five
yards out, Parrott went up the
middle on the conversion and
Mayfield led 22-0.
Midway through the final
period, Parrott broke loose
again, this time going 45 yards
-117/or- the score. On the con-
version pass, the Mayfield
quarterback was sacked by
Eddie Requarth.
Though not picking up a lot
-of-yarctsnrroffense, the Tigers
clid have good field position on
a number of occasions as Tim
Foster and Robin Roberts
both did .well on kickoff
returning. --
Also, Mayfield was much
bigger than the Tigers and the
28-0 score was not really an.
indication as to the defensive
game Murray played, par-
ticularlylat the seconcthalf.
Murray Middle is now 2,1 on
the season and will play a 4:45
p.m. game next Tuesday at
South Marshall - before
returning home the following






dragging I set up this pay
phone in the dorm and put
shafing cream at over the
--receiver-. Then 1 called the -
number at curfew. Guys
would answer it and get all
_smeared.
"1 tried to get I offensive line
coach ) Leon McLaughlin,
too," he said. "Lesitt picked up
the phone one time, but he
wouldn't put it to his ear. He
just kind of looked at it. I've
done that with shoe polish,-
Signed as a Tree agent when
the WFI, folded last fall,
Roller weighed well over 270
iThen he joined the Packers in
rnidseason. Although his belly
is testimony to his fondness
-- PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) -
Rick Forzano's stern
discipline' wasn't successful
with the Detroit Lions - and
his successor does not sound
like he will be any easier on
his athletes.
"We're gonna be demanding
of our football players," said
new Coach Tommy Hudspeth _
"We're ghing to ask,thetn to do
certain things and go from
table."
td put the chips on he
Execution will be vital.
Hudspeth said.
Hudspeth,- -- a 45.y_eard--
Kansan and former college
coach, was named interim
coach Tuesday by Lions'
owner William Clay Ford. He
moved. up from his post as
coordinator of personnel and
scouting to replace Forzano.
who resigned Monday. ;
Asked if his resignation
saved the job of General
Manager Russ Thomas.
Forzano said: "If this helps
save Russ' job then fine, but
that -wasn't the reason I
reigned.".
Forzano said evert if thu
Lions, 1-3, kad not lost h
Green Bay 24-14 Sunday '
intended to resign.
for good times, he insists be
reported to camp in shape this
summer.
"I was down to 262 in
camp." he said. "But then we
had this , party one night,
eating and drinking pretty
heavily. Overnight I gained
eight or 10 pounds. It kind of
shook the coaches up. Yeah, it
was a hell of a party."
Roller, a former University
of Kentucky player, was the
New York Giants' 13th round
draft choice in 1971. He was a
reserve that season and cut
the next, a move over which
he is -stilt bitter. Stints as a
player in the Canadian League
and as a labor relations
assistant for a Canadian steel
firm-followed. He joined the
Sun when the WF1, was for-
med.
He had 'offers from several
NFL teams after the WFL
folded, but said he chose the
Packers "because of - Bart-
Starr. I guess. The man's been
a winner 15 or 20 years. I think
he'll turn it around here."
-Whether Starr does Or not,
Roller is upholding the finest
tradition of Paul Hornung and
Max McGee, teammates of
Starr during the Packer glory













not every s r
type
Frank White Only Product Left
From Royals' Baseball-Academy
KANSAS CITY ( AP ) -
Frank White is the Kansas
City Royals' $4 million man.
Estimates vary, but that's
roughly how much Royals
owner Ewing Kauffman sank
into his Baseball Academy, a
project .he conceived shortly






The academy opened in
Sarasota, --Re-.; 4n 191*- and
closed its tt four years
later. Kauff 's idea was
revolutionary and simple:
that young men with out-
standing athletic ability but
little or no • baseball
background can become
major leaguers through in-
tensive instruction.
"The greatest problem was
finding 'qualified boys,"
Kauffman said. "There is not
one in 1,500 high school
graduates who meets the
qualifications for eyes,
reaction time, speed and
mental ability."
Thousands of youngsters
trooped through the Academy
hoping to play big league
baseball. Only one, Frank




City's old Municipal Stadium,
played an important role -in
the Royals' drive to the
Western Division cham-
pionship this year.
White, who never played
high school ball, was playing
in the Casey Stengel League in
1970 and working in a metal
shop -when a Royals scout
urgfliim to go to Sarasota.
"I was married and had one
child then and I knew there
giaS no chance-of moving' up in
what I was doing,' White
recalls. "I was living a day-at
a time going to work, coming
home. -
"After fgetto the Academy,
nobody there thought I was a
prospect either." ,
But in 1972 he -started
climbing throagh the minor
league ranks, finally arriving_
in September, 1973. After lots
sif playing time in a :Utility
Tole, this spring he pushed
Cookie Rojas, the popular,
aging second baseman, to the
, bench.
Playing before the
town fans, a local boy made
good, he thought he would be
embraced by the Kansas City
fans as a conquering hero
He was wrong.
White's fielding was always
steady, sometimes spec-
tacular. He saved many
games with seemingly im-
possible plays.
But his hitting failed to
match even closely his
fielding. As his average
dipped lower and lower,
finally reaching the .190s, the
boos began.
"It killed ̀ me," White, ad-
Mits. "I couldn't understand. I
never wanted to go into the
stands and fight anybody. I
just wanted to die." 4
- Then, about the same time,
three things happened. White,
by choking up on the bat,
raised his average almost ko
points through August. Cheers
replaced boos.
"I knew that a lot of people
weren't booing me, anyway,"
he says. "And I thought to hell
with those who were. If they
can do a better job they can




T. LOUIS ( APf---- St.touis
Cardinals running back Terry
- Metcalf is expected to miss
Sunday's National Football
heague. game against the
Philadelphia Eagles.
• But the amount of time the
elusive Metcalf will be
sidelined beyond that has yet
to: be determined, the Cards
said Tuesday.
A story in the early -editions
of the Post-Dispatch said
Metcalf, ,who suffered
strained jigaments in his left
itifee during last week's game
against the New York Giants,
would be out four weeks. •








pass during the first
of St. Louis' 27-21 triumph


















Ali saie tires clearly
tagged and priced
k
to save you big money
Cush.on Belt Poi
than eye, a Goodyear yatue
Potyglas GT o r4; #
',le for custom arid per. •
Custom Ailde Timid Potirliwi,
JQ to 2 wider Man
Lube & Oil Change I Front-End Alignment I Brakes-Your Choice
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I s eric wignment
- to •
I - e a se tire mileage and improve Steering• Precision erouipment, uSed.by expert-
--cel mechanics helps ensure a precision
,• ;ntnent
Any u S made car
parts tiitra ir needed
2-Wheel Front
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Schoendienst Gets Ax
As Cardinals' Manager
COVERED UP-Mayfield runningback Mike Eliot is covered up here by Tiger defenders. Tigers
in the picture include Scotty Orr (21), Lee CottreH (85), Mark Mueller (12) end Tim Foster (32).
Murray Middle Fell 210 to Mayfield Tuesday night.
Morehead's Trick Play
Inspired Racers' Win
Murray State Coach Bill
Furgerson credits a Morehead
touchdown for his Racers' 7-6
victory oJer the Eagles
Saturday.
"That trick play which
scored their touchdown
seemed to trigger our offense
into riding something for the
t time during the 'af-
ternoon," Furgerson said,
"and fired our defense up a
little more."
The Racers were tricked by
the Morehead quarterback,
who, while apparently tying a
shoe, flipped a lateral to the
Eagle tailback who went down
the sidelines on a 76-yard TD
"Our people were furious_
with themselves for falling for
such a rinky-clink play and
really set out to win,"
Furgerson said. "I don't think
Morehead would have scored
on our defense but for the
play, and I'm not certain we
would have scored either."
The victory gives Murray 2-
3 overall and 1-1 OVC records.'
Quarterback Mike Dickens
directed the Murray touch-
down drive which began on the
Racer 26-yard line minutes.
after the Morehead score. He
ran for 9 yards and passed for
32 in the drive. One of his runs
was a sift yarder on fourth-
and-five for a first down. The
pay-off play was an eight-yard
pass from Dickens to tight end
David Thomas, the second
time in two weeks the com-
bination has hit paydirt.
Freshman tailback Tony
Franklin turned in a fine
performance in his first start
for Murray. He had 71 yards in
19 rustles and caught a 12-yard
pass during the touchdown
drive. He also had a couple 15-
yard runs called back because
of penalties.
Defensive heroes were
plentiful. Chuck Wempe had
11 tackles and 6 assists. Two of
his tackles threw the
Morehead quarterback for
losses. Steady linebacker Al
Martin had 11 tackles and 2
assists and also had a pair of
tackles back of the line.
Martin leads the team in
tackles for the season with 54.
Defensive end Sam Franklin
had his best game of the year
with 9 tackles and 2 assists.
Two ofNhis tackles were also
back- of The line and another
caused a Morehead fumble.
Bobby Craig had 8 tackles and
8 assists, Eddie McFarland 6
and 1, Bruce Martin 5 and 3,
John Farris 5 and-1, and Kevin
Whitfield 5 and 0. Darrell
Ramsey intercepted a
Morehead pass.
The Racers will be at home
for the first lid* inka month
Saturday when they play UT-
Martin. Furgerson says UTM
is big, tough, quick, and from the organization is on
strong. The Pacers have that list."
beaten two OVC learns, Austin Boyer, 'the NL's M
ost
Peay and Middle Tennessee, Valuable Player in 1964,
handily, and are most cer: Played 16 seasons in the major
tainly better than any team -leagues, including 11 at third
the Racers have played thus base for St. Louis.
far. They beat Mississippi Since retiring as a player in
College last Saturday and are 1969 he has managed at three
minor league levels in the
Cards' chain, including the
last three at Tulsa of the
American Association.
-I've been in the
organization since I949 and
feel like I've got Cardinal
blood in my veins," he said.
3-2 for the season.























MONTREAL (.AP) - Dick
Williams, a strict
disciplinarian who guided the
Boston Red Sox and Oakland
A's to American League
championships, now will try
and inject some life into the
floundering Montreal Expos.
The Expos, who never have
finished higher than fourth in
the •Vitional League East in
their eight years of existence,
wound up with the worst
record in baseball this year.
They signed the 47-year-old
Williams • to a two-year, con-
tract as manager Tuesday.
Terms of the agreement
were not disclosed.
"I think things are in good
hands," said Expos President
John McHale in making the
announcement of Williams'
hiring. We have a guy in Dick
-who knows how to-win-and-has-
an attraction in Montreal."
Williams' attraction in
Montreal stems from his
tenure as a player for Mon-
treal's International League
team in 1953 and 1956 and his
tenure as Expos coach during
the 1970 season. He also
worked in Canada in 1965 and
1966; managing the Toronto
Maple-Leafs to 'International
League pennants.
Williams said there'wasn't a
single player left on the
Expos' roster from 1970 and he
would have to do some
homework on the National
League after spending the
past six years in the American
League. -I'm going to have to
do a little catching up," he
said.. _
So will the Expos.
They finished the 1976
season with a 55-107 record, 46
games behind the first-place
•
A _ Williams said he planned to
stress fundamentals at the
team's spring training camp
next year and did not an-
ticipate any personnel
problems, particular-1'Y with
petulant shortstop Tim Foli.
-Foli • publicly criticized
rookie Manager Karl Kuehl
this year, saying he was in-
capable' of managing in the
major leagues. Foli's com-
ments were considered one of
the reasons for the Expos'
dismal showing.
Kuehl was fired Sept. 3 and
Charlie Fox was named in-
terim manager. Fox, 54, spent
34 years in the New York-San
Franci,scoGiants organization
before joining the Expos as a
special assignment scout this
year. He was retained by the
club as vice president in
charge of baseball operations,
with Jim Fanning shifting to
vice president in charge of
player development.
Williams began- his- major
league managerial career
with Boston in 1967 and led the
Red Sox to the American
League pennant. Boston fell to
fourth place in 1968, and
Williams was fired late the
following .year He_ managed
the A's from 1971-73, winning
three division titles and the
World Series in his- last two
years, then quit after a feud
with owner Charles Finley.
After that, he signed to




SAI,ISBURY, Md. (AP) -
Salisbury „State College has
accepted an invitation to play
in the second annual Coco "
Bowl in San Juan, P.R., on
Nov. 26.
The Sea Gulls, who are now
3-1, will meet the champion of




HOUSTON ( AP ) - The
World Hockey Association's
Houston Aeros have cut their
roster to 19 players by cutting
two Players.
The kerds althounced
Tuesday that right wing
Murray Hall'and left wing Jan
Popiel have been sent .to the
Aeros' Central Hockey League
affiliate in Oldalionia City. -
ST. LOUIS ( AP) - Another
hero of yesteryear, Ken
Boyer, has thrown his hat into
the ring as a candidate to
manage the St. Louis Car-
dinals.
But the 45-year-old Boyer,
currently the field boss of the
Cards-' top farm club, con-
cedes a successor to Red
Schoendienst, may be chosen
from outside the National
League baseball team's
organization.
"I have no way of knowing
what his reaction was," said
Boyer after talking Tuesday
with club president August A.
Busch Jr., following the firing
of Schoendienst.
"I think he may even have
been startled that I asked,"
Boyer suggested, "but I just
wouldn't want to live with
myself this winter if they went
out and hired somebody else
without my having asked."
Cards General Manager
Bing Devine, who informed
Schoendienst of the firing,
__said Boyer's  name is on  a list
of three candidates he has
submitted to Busch.
"Boyer is not in any better
position than any of the
* others," Devine. said.
However, he added, "He is not
the heir apparent. No one else
still had a contract Ob4ation.„
to the A's, and AL President
Joe Cronin voided the contract,.
with the Yanks. Williams then
was named manager of the
California Angels in June,
1974, and held the job until





( APt -Bob - Bible of Austin-
Peay and Biff Madon of
Western Kent uCky were
named  today-as r Ohio Valley
Conference defensive players
of the week. ,
Bible, a linebacker, earned
_the _vieeltly: honor when he
made 16 tackles and assisted
on seven others in Austin'
Peay's 27-13 loss to Eastern
Kentucky last Saturday.
Mation,, also a linebacker,
had 13 tackles and 11 assists in
Western's 28- 6 loss to East
Tennessee. He also scored one
safetY, forced one Nibble,
intercepted a pass and was
graded at 87 per cent.
Others-cited for outstanding
defensive play in the OVC last
weekend included:
-Jerry Speath, Morehead,
with 12 tackles and three
assists.
. -John Tucker, Tennessee
Tech, with one interception
and the breaking up of a
number of pass plays.
-John. Diefenbach, Middle
Tennessar, who returned an
intercepted pass 81 yards for a
touchdown, made one tackle
and broke up three passes.
-Bobby Payne, Eastern
Kentticky, with four tackles,
six assists, one pass deflec-
tion, a fumble recovery and
one tackle that stopped an
Austin Peay runner oti the six-
inch line: •
-Jean Venable, East
Tennessee, with five tackles
and three assists.
-Chuck Wempe, Murray,
with 11 tackles and six acsisfs.
OTASCO  EXCITING TV GAMES FOR FAMILY FUNi
arw tv Fun®
• Installs quickly to antenna input of any
size B&W or color TV. • Switch BOX al-
lows play of TV Fun or switch to regular
TV. • Automatic on-screen scoring, up
to 15 points. • 1 or 2 players, 4 differ-
ent games. • Uses 6 "C" cell batteries
(not included) or Optional Batter Elimi-
/10tOr. 6i SIB 3.
AC Power Adaptor 13 570 3) . • 6.43
Professional/Amateur se-
lection of ball speed, bat
size, and reflection angle.
Realistic sound-three
different tones for score,
hit, and boundary reflection.
SINGLES HANDBALL
With all the young kids they
have here, I'd kind of like to
grow up with them."
Busch, 77, said in a
statement the decision not to
,rehire Schoendienst, 53, was
based on "our consensus that
there is a need for a change."
•'There, are times, regar-
dless' of One's capallilities,




LANDOVER,- Md. ( AP) -
One game into the new
National Hockey League
season, the Washington
Capitals already have tied
their longest winning streak in
hist orb'.
Hartland Monahan's power
play goal at 18:12 of the final
period, his second score of the
game. lave_ the_ Caps a 6-.5
victory over the Atlanta
Flames Tuesday night as the
NHL began its 60th season
with upsets by the two worst
;earns of the past two years.
Launching a new franchise
-in Denver after two wretched
.seasons as the Kansas City
so)uts, the Colorado Rockies
upended the Toronto Maple
leafs 4-2 to complete, a most
Improbable opening high(
- parlay.
. _Three' games are on
_tonight's 'schedule, , with
Vancouver at Pittsburgh, Los
Angles at Cleveland, and the
New York Rangers en-
tertaining -Minnesota. Mon-
treal's defending Stanley Cup
champions and runner-up
Philadelphia both open at
home on Thursday's six-game
card. .
is in order," the statement
said. "Red Schoendienst's
distinguished career, both as a
player and a manager, are on
the record books for All • to
see."
Schoendienst had managed
the Cards 'since .1965, iwiCe
leading them to National
League pennants and once to a
World Series title during his 12
seasons.
"If you've got the -ball
players you can manage," he
said; alluding to St. Louis' skid
during the past season to 7?-90,
the club's worst record since
1955.
"In baseball you never know
what's going to happen,"
added Schoendienst, a former
_Cards player. "I think I'm a
pretty good man and I can
take it in stride."
Costly Injuries
TUSCALOOSA,Ala. (AP) -
Alabama's defense has been
injury riddled, prompting
Coach Paul_ Bryant. to ,moye
two players to bolster the
lineup for Saturday's date
with Southern Mississippi.
Bryant said Tuesday that
running back John Crow has
been moved to the 'defensive
backfield, while defensive end
Barry Krauss has been
changed to linebacker, his
original position.
Crow has carried 15 times
for 81 yards so far this season.
• Selling Out
CLEVELAND (AP) -
Fixtures from the old
Cleveland Arena .go on sale
10:30 a.m., EDT,"I'llarsday,
and a representative of sports
promoter Nick Mileti says the
sale is expected to bring in
more than $300,000.
,SPORTS





NEW YORK t AP) - A rock
n' roll tune blared so loud you
looked around to see who
plight be on the dance floor. In
the dressing roorn, there was a
whirring sound of electric hair
dryers. Over in the corner two
half-dressed athletes playfully
tossed towels at each Other,
"Just kids - really a bunch
of babies," commented Pete
Sheehy, the 66-year-old club
house custodian and wet nurse
of the 25 guys who make up the
roster of the New York
Yankees.
"Not like the old days at all.
These kids are much younger,
much looser. They don't have
a nerve in their bodies. Marse
Joe McCarthy, the Babe,
Gehrig, Lazzeri, they seemed
so much more serious,"
It was a busy day for Sheehy
Tuesday, packing all the gear
for the team's departure for
Kansas City where the best-of-
five playoff series against the
Royals opens Saturday.
"The playoffs - never had
any playoffs back then,"
Sheehy mumbled, half to
himself. "Sudden death. What
a bag difference that makes.
To become champs, you don't
have to win just one series,
you have to win two.
"Yeah," piped up Yogi
Berra, dressing over in the
corner, "The whole season
doesn't mean a damn thing
unless we win this one." '
"It's like winning a
marathon and then running.a
100-yard dash to see if it was
for real," observed another.
"The . Yankees really
haven't played a big game
yet," added pitcher - Ken
Holtzman, who wears Three
World Series rings from his
experience with the Oakland
A's. "You can't rate a team
until it's faced a playoff or a
World Series test. And this one
hasn't.
"At Oakland, remember, we
won three playoffs and three
World Series all in a row ( 1972-
73-74). It's like winning six
series. It took a lot of
character - individual
character - to pull off a string
like that."
Sheehy insisted that
"character" is the best
description of the 1976
Yankees, a team which won 97
games and finished 1012 ahead
of Baltimore in the American
League's Eastern Division.
"We don't have the big guns
of some of those teams that
won for McCarthy and Casey
Stengel," Sheehy said. "But
this team has character and
pride-  as much as I have
ever seen. They laugh and kid
a lot but they play serious
baseball."
Sheehy was 16 years old
when Fred Logan gave him a
job in the Yankee club house
in 1926, He's been around ever
since, supervising the laun-
dry, keeping towels on the
racks, packing and unpacking
for 26 teams that gained the
World Series, 19 winning it.
"Listen to those radios," he
suggested. "Always some
music in the air. Hair dryers.
Sweet smelling perfume: A
different breed of- Men -
younger but very smart and
all very dedicated."
TENNIS HOCKEY DOUBLES HANDBALL




















Pkg. of 4, clear
plastic. 40 194 1, 88°
Storm Door Kit 4c19., 994
Electrical Heat Topes Protects Eicliosed Pipes













Sale prices good through Saturday at over 600 4tores throughout the South and Southwest.
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Loretta Finally Makes It To Nashville, Tenn.,'
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP s - beer at the famed Tootsie'sLoretta has finally made it to Orchid Lounge and wasNashville. t. , complimented by Minnie• Mary Kay Place, who plays Pearl.
Loretta Haggers on the "Mary She is Southetn, isn't sheHartman, Mary Hartman" Miss Pearl said after meetingcomedy-soap opera on Miss Place and discovering
television, was in Nashville that Loretta really does have alast week for the first time. Southern accent.
Accompanied by Graham -This is the closest I'll everJarvis,. who plays her husband get to the 'Mary Hartman,Charlie on the show, Miss Mary Hartman' show," MissPlace sang on the Grand Ole Pearl said. -Minnie PearlOpry, was given a tour of_the would be a little lost in that
city and met several atmosphere."
celebrities. . _ _ Miss Place's album isOn the show, the dream.- entitled "Tonight! At The
deluded Loretta and her Capri Lounge." Dolly Parton,
ambitious husband have been Enintylou Harris, Annetrying to travel to Nashville so Murray and Herb Pederson
she can become a big country
music star.
In real life, she's already
recorded a country album and
now may boast that she's sung
on the Grand Gie Opry, visited
the Country Music Hall of
Fame and had her picture
taken in front of a wax figure
of Hank Williams Jr.
She bought a book showing
the homes of the stars, sang
are supporting vocalists on the
album.
Though She has been singing
since her days at the
University of Tulsa, she is of
course best known now as an
actress. But she has written
scripti for episodes of
"Phyllis;" "Paper Moon,"
"Maude," -The Mary Tyler
Moore Show" and "M-A-S-H."„,
One of her first singing parts
briefly for a man drinking -came when she sang "If
Communism Comes Knocking
At Your Door, Don't Answer
It," on another television
show: "All In The Family."
After singing on "Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman,"
record companies began
trying to sign her.
"I knew why people were
after me - because I was so
well-known from the show,"
she said. "I didn't want to
cash in on my television -ex-
posure. I didn't want to do a'
novelty album."
She finally accepted an offer
to record L with the un-
derstanding the album would
be more than a collection of
badly-sung country songs.
The album includes original
material, Miss PaTton's hit
"All I Could Do" and the
sacred song, "Have A Little
Talk With Jesus."
Elimination Of Minimum To Help State
. FRANKFORT, Ky: AP) - investment. of general
Elimination of the required depository funds through Sept.
$20 million minimum balance 30 this year.,
at the state's general Dr. Ray Ware, a
depository should allow the Treasurer's Office consultant,
state to earn an additional said the minimum balance
$250,000 on its investments by was removed Friday by
the end of the year, according mutual agreement of the state
to State Treasurer Frances and the bank.
Jones Mills. It is the third change in the
Farmers Bank and Trust compensating balance
Co., the general depository for required by the bank, which
the state's funds, eliminated started out at $30 million in
the minimum balance, January, 1974, and was cut to
making way for the savings. $25 tnilliOn six months later.
Mrs. Mills said Monday that At the end of the first year the
more than $2.5 million has minimum balance
been earned in interest from reduced to $20 million.,:,
was
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EXAMPLE 65 lbs at 55 lb
Have you gut a freezer full of wad
with very little room for your meat




or 3.05 per week for 13 weeks
Avg Weighi 65 to 100 lb ,


















or 5213 per week lor 13 weeks
Avg weight 65 to 100 lbs
YOUR CHOICE Of ANY $1.00
BONUS BUYS WITH ANY ORDER














5 lbs. j I
BACON I
10 ill. to 8 p.m. Mos Mu Tr
10a.M. lii 6 fl.m. Closed Sundays.





Smolt orders cut lust e y
TRIM CHOICE AND PRIME 0




















or S360 per week for 13 tweets
Avg Weight 65 to 100 lbs
EXAMPLE 65 lbs at 79 lb
FOOTBALL SPECIAL NO. 4
USDA INSPECTED
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Y0.05 in, x 10.9 in. sheets
3 For 1 1





*Broils hamburgers in 1 to 3 minu
*Toasts muffins, heats sandwiches
-*Cover leeks for no spotter cooking
ohnmersible cooking tray and drip
pan - cover wipes clean




• 1_23 Channel CB Transceiver-
) t. .4:0 watt power output for full range and clarity
•HifiAter switch ex ie. oat CB switch and P.A. switch
'Installs in any 12 volt system positive or negative





Package of 9-twin blades





















*Light recoil effect, accurate, rugged
•Fivetthot capacity
•Amencan walnutmontetarlo stock with cheek piece
checkered with fine skip-line pattern finished with
tough DuPont RK-W "blowing pin" wood finish •







'Plenty of knockdown pOwer
'Free cartridge carriers
'Boxes of 20 cartridges
—15-D aril() grair; 30-30 Shells
3.96
150 or 580 ciravn 30-06 shells
4.96
Hiway 641- S. Ben45n
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(mutt 3 TO 5 DAYS AHEAD
135 LB 10 150 LB AVG
Hindquarters
125 LB TO 15018 AVG
Forequarters





















Whenever you desire uni-
formly superb flavor and
juicy, rich tenderness In
beef, insist on "People's
Choice" U.S. Gov't.
Graded Choice Beef ... a
Kroger exclusive. Not
only does People's Choice
Beef most rigid U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture
standards for U.S.D.A.
Choice quality, it also
meets Kroger's own qual-
ity criteria for beef ex-
cellence.




U.S. Gov't. Graded Choke
1
 "People's Choice" Beef







U.S.D A. MADE 'A'. HOLEY FARMS
Fryer Breasts
05.0.11. GRADE 'A' HOLLY FARMS
Fryer Drumsticks
LI.S.D A. GRADE 'A' HOLLY FARMS
Fryer Wings
LLS.D.A GRADE 'A' HOLLY FARMS
Fryer Livers 
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KROGER SALTINES 14 Cokes, 7-Up or Pepsi
Lb
Boa 29c
polull•11111 h eta ad 011ynot th.
tt,
-




one $10 purchase. Choice of
one on Senior Citizens car
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef
T-BONE STEAK






.. phi% Choice" Beet
711e'









I SIN1 MAKI CNOICI 011
US. i
.S. Gov't. Graded ChoiceU.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
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--- -troger 100% Pure Florida
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*LL Vt6ETILE141 CRISCO SHORTENING
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Sweet Peas ' 2'7cas 69c
KROGER
Fruit Cocktail  2 Has 85c
KROGER























































































SAVE UP TO 40% ON
PORCELAIN FINE CHINA
CHOOSE FROM 4 PATTERNS










VALUABLE COUPON-WORTH 52.00 A
towards the purchase of
SET OF 4 .SALAD PLATES
Out Reg. Discount Price 19 99
Coupon Sayings 12 00




























G L S METAL TOM CHOICE
Bakeware
EVEREADY D OR C
Flashlight Batteries
ree -







towards the purchase of a 29 oz
GOLD CROWN
INSTANT POTATOES
Lim.• one Good through toes





3 12 Oz.$ 1
Bags
With this coupon,









!his coupon Ills.' oor















ptoioci,atds :Ise purchase 0 a —6-
tARAMEL APPLES
Limit one Good throw, 10
ddy ()cob', 11Th P,odu,.
Dept onlio




With 'his coupon linsit_one
Good taeretion Tuesday Oitolfen




711' ASSORTED FLAVORS ANI KROGER GELATIN' r
79c °A
With tins coupon limit one
Good thfrib Tuff ay October
Ar 1 2tla" CLArAiri,
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Taylorsville Lake Closes
Harold G. Hume's Business
VAN BUREN, Ky. t AP) --
Harold G. Hume was restless
Saturday as he watched the
contents - of his 16-year
business being sold at auction
to make way for a 3,000-acre
lake.
pretty wore out,"
Hume said, between oc-
casional suggestions to the
. auctioneer On the value of
items. .Hurne:;tugged at the
brim of his derby hat and
never smiled as he watched
Bill Willard and the Willard
Auction Service selling
straight razors, a violin, hog
box with gas heating unit,
sidesaddles and hundreds of
other items that had been the
stock of his trade here.
"It's been three weeks
packing -and getting prepared
for it," Hume said. "Y
always take a beatin' oh,a-Sale
like this. Your groceries won't
bring what thy. should, but
you can't blame people for it.
It's just sad incident. The
Ar*-) Corps of Engineers
„Etin us out and we have to sell
out," he added.
MIS YOUR PAPER? I
febecrien she hove tor
received their hemm-delivered
tray of The /Army lodger &
Times by 5:30 p. N. Monday-
Mar er lily 3:30 p. en
Sotenleys ere orrrd t9 cal
753-1116 between 5:30 p. m.
mod 6 p. ei., hlestiley-Fridey,
or 3:30 p.. imd 4 p. rn
teteresys, to More delivery
of tie tievispaper. Collt mest
he plated by 6 p. m.
weekdays r 4 p. us. Sow
*II is omereertee delivery.
Ground is scheduled to be
broken early next year for the
Taylorsville Lake project,
which will be formed by a dam
31/2 miles southeast of
Taylorsville that will back up
18 miles of the Salt River.
When the water eventually
begins to fill the hollows and
branches of This corner of
Spencer, Anderson and Nelson
cokuities.- Van Buren will be
no more.
The small community
already looks like a ghost town
with empty stores and houses.
Some have no window and
doors, yet in the few -homes
still occupied, „Ale people
remain and i'wait the final
order to.rriOve.
It -has put me in the shape
I can't go back into
business,"-Hurne said. "I'm
not relocating. I won't be
financially able, so I'm going
to retire from the grocery
business."
Hume said he planned -to
travel a while from now on
out," with his wife, two
daughters and four sons,
because "there's no place
around- here- wher-e-4ve can
relocate immediately.
"They was happy here on
this river," Hume added, "but
they're all messed up now."
Hume said the lake "is not
necessary and I'll never mess
with it.
"Naturally, when people are
hurt as bad as we've been
hurt, you don't even want to
see it, so never be around
the lake when it comes,"
'Hume added.
"I think it's about a good a
sale as I've . ever seen,"
Hume's first cousin Joe
Simpson of Butler, Ky., said
as .he nodded toward the
crowd of about 500 huddled in
front of Hume's Grocery.
"He's been accumulating
these goods for a long time,"
Simpson said. "He kept things
just like I do. I don't have a
store, but I've got about as
much stuff and I don't need
it," he added.
"I've got five buildings full
on the forth and the car has to
sit put side the garage in the
rain," Simpson added, ad-
mitting that a pack rat syn.
drome apparently runs in the
family.
The auctioneer's chant
continued and the store's cash
register and show cases were
sold. Then the crowd movael
into the side yards -where
groceries were auctioned on'
one side and.furniture on the
other.
Hume moved from Me—




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Jimmy Carter's wife
Ftosalynn Carter is scheduled
to attend a Kentucky
Democratic rally and cookout
Saturday at the Carrollton





state ancl, regional political





PRESIDENT GERALD FORD AND JIMMY CARTER
ANSWER JOURNAUSTS' QUESTIONS ON FOREIGN POUCY AND
OTHER ISSUES AND COMMENT ON EACH OTHER'S ANSWERS.




itor the latest news. weatille . s.ports ,
'plus Live Action Cam ReP ffS
,---- --
Aenpali GARY MOORE AND
WI jIV THE GANG,
gang up on contestants for another
inquisitive halt-bbdr- of tun and games
7:00 L-
GOOD vitas
DYN-0-M111! THAT EXPLOSION YOU
HEAR IS ILAUGWITR.
Teenagers can get themselves into and
out of a tot of funny jams. But the Evans
ydungsters are really something else' I
Starring Esther Rolle, Jimmie Walker as J. J
Ralph Carter and BernNadette Stan's'
730 ALL IN
THE FAIIIII3T
YOUR NIGHT TO VISIT THE FAMILY
MS BEEN MOVED TO WEDNESDAY.
.Arh in neretlgt ta 6 : IgLatS
meatheads, and the human race in
yeA4a1 Carroll O'Connor, Jean Stapl
eton
einer, Sally Struthers star.
8:00 ALICE
NEW SHOW
ORDER A DELICIOUS SLICE
OF LIFE SUNNY SIDE UP!
i;L:,ntrr inn 'Nur Lcier land Li : -
makes it a wonderful, warm place A hearty
new comedy series based On the hit movie
'Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore.- Starring
Linda Lavin. •
10:30 GUNRIOKE
THE SHOW SO BIG IT BECAME
AN JINSITTUTION
so re a4 It.Pecame part of people s-
!rveS
1130 IRONSIDE
A QUICK MIND OVERCOMES ANY HANDICAP .
when Raymond Bur • , i•
MIGHT
James Vernon, commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Pu
blic Information, received a
Duke of Paducah after addressing the hi-mont
hly meeting of the Western Kentucky Restaurant
Association. Taking part in the ceremony are (from le
ft I P. J. Grumley, Vernon and Paul




are -badly damaging the
Mojave Desert, California'
Geology reports. The 150-mile'
Barstow to Las Vegas race,
with 3,000 pereieipants, has
been held each of the last eight
years. The course varies in
location each (line.
The races, the magazine
claims, have destroyed desert
pavement, mature vegetation
and other, natural barriers to
erosion that required cen-
turies to form. Major losses of
animal and plant life have
occurred i and some ar-





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Bicentennial
Oral History Commission has
awarded a total of $21,500 in
grants to several state
colleges and universities for
oral history projects.
The grants, which range
from $1,000 to $5,000, are for
oral history projects on
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He is an editor and writer at
the Baptist publishing house in
, Bandung, producing -1)oplt,s,
quarterlies and other
" materials. She has taught in a
school for missionAry children
and edited choral music.
. McElrath is the author of
Butch Discovers America
Home Mission Board, SBC,
1962); Great Passages of the
Bible; Jamie. Ireland,
Freedom's Champion; A Bible
Dictionary for Young
Readers; Bible . Guidebook
(Broaciman Press, 1963, 1964,
,I975 and 1972); Music in Bible
Times; Me, Myself and
Others; Winding Road;
(Convention Press, 1966, 1968
and 1973); Stories of
Indonesian Christians'
Favorite flumns a three-
volume series written in
Indonesian, 1969, 1972 and
19741; and God's Pioneers in
Our Continent a four-volume
series written in Indonesian,
1973 and 1974). He has also
written librettos for two
musical dramas, Samuel! and
God's Word in Their Hearts
MAKING FLANS FOR 1977—William N. McElrath (right), Moderator for the Indonesia
Baptist Mission (organization of Southern Baptist missionaries), consults with the
Foreign Mission Board's Area Secretary for Southeast Asia, William R. Wakefield, about
plans for the mission for 1977. McElrath is the mission's first moderator to serve two
consecutive terms. He and his wife, the former Betty Hendricks, have been
missionaries in Indonesia Since 1964. Wakefield and his wife, the former Delcie
MUsgrave, are former missionaries to the Philippines.
Dairy Fat' ners from this area will
hold their ;annual district meeting,
Monday, October 11, at the Mayfield
Iiigh-SChool in Mayfield. James Flood
of Mayfield is chairman of the meeting,,,--
Activitiesrwill start with a 7: 00,,,ptin.
(local time) dairy buffet„„thr all
dairymen and theidanipes. A general
meeting will follow, with a welcome
from the county yhost, a report on
"Dairy Wiyes' Promote the Dairy
Prince--P*ram" by a member of the
Ada- ExeciAtive Committee, in-
„.„WoductiOn oifi airy princess candidates,
,o4” and progra preview of the American
Dairy Assocaation conducted by Frank
C. Carpento*, ADA Manager, and
Robert W Bassee, Coordinator. A
diseussion priod and election of an
-
ADA Board _me'mber for a two-year,
term will-'1ollow. Highlights of the
meejartg include presentation of the .
diftrict ADA Scholarship Award and-,
Cornation of the District Dairy Prin-
cess. ,
. Ada officers who will be speaking at
the various districts this year- include„
MrS.*H. H. Barlow, Jr., Cave City,
president; Mrs. A. L. Rosenberger,,
Rineyville, first vice president; Mrs.
Paul McCarthy, Jeffersontown, second
vice president; Mrs. Stephen Bat-
chelder, Paris, secretary; and Mrs.
Steve - Howerton, Jr., Firichville„,
treasurer. The local Ada ChairmanX
Mrs. Joseph L7Wilson.
Door prizes will be awarded at the
conclusion of the meeting.
Entire Stock
WINTER COATS
Solid and Plaid Wool Coats, Many With Hoods
A Superb Collection of Full Skin Leather Coats
Reg 185, Now $ 125
Sizes 3-15, 6-20, 0 plus to 24 plus
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS!
Minnens Murray, Bel Air'Center, Open Nights 8 Sundays
Broadman. Press, 1970 and
1973). ...
He is also the co-author of an
Indonesian Bible dictionary,
"Ensiklopedia Alkitab
Praktis." It contains more
than 2,500 entries and took six
years to complete. According
to McElrath, this is the first
-practical Bible encyclopedia
published in the Indonesian
language.
When appointed by the
Foreign Mission Board in 1964,
he had been -editor of Sunday
School lesson courses for
Juniors (children 9 through
12) at the Baptist Sunday
School Board, Nashville,
Tenn., for five years.
McElrath has contributed to
Southern Baptist Convention
publications as a free-lance-
writer; served as pastor of
Jordan Baptist Church, Eagle
_ Station, _Ky.; held various
positions with churches in the
Louisville, Ky., area; and
taught in Louisville at a junior
high school and at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary.
A native of Murray, Ky.,
McElrath was graduated from
Murray State College (now
University) with the' bachelor
of arts degree and from
Southern seminary with the
bachelor of divinity and
master of theology degrees.
He- also studied religious
journalism at Belmont
College, Nashville, Tenn. He
is the son Of the late _De. and --
Mrs. Hugh McElrath of
Murray.
Mr* McElrath, the former.
Elizabeth ( Betty ) Hendricks
of North Carolina, was born
in WinsionSalern but lived in
several other towns before her
family moved to Greensboro.
Her interest in music dates
:back to childhood when she
started-studying the piano at
the age of six. She won a
scholarshipto Juilliard School
of Music in New York when
she was 15 and during high
school_ days- earned spending-
money as a piario ac-
companist-,
After -graduation- from
Greensboro' (N. C.) College
with the bachelor of music
degree, she was minister of
music at churches in •
leaksville and Lenoir, N.C.
...Mrs._ McElrath - later-
graduated with the master of
arts degree from 'Carver
School of Missions and Social
Work ( now merged with
Southern seminary)
She taught piano lessons in
Nashville, Tenn., for nearly
five years and was organist at
Brook Hollow Baptist Church
there for we.year. She also.
wrote Baptist Training Union
programs for Juniors and „-
material for Junior leaders,
The McElraths have two
-sons, Tim, horn in 1962; and
Jamie, 1964.
RONALD MCDONALD—Special guest at the grand opening of the.new McDonald's
restaurant here was -Ronald McDonald," who helped cut the ribbon for the ,grand
opening and also made a big hit with the younger customers of the new hamburger
outlet.
DONATION — The ribbon of 50 Si bills that was cut Saturday at the McDonald's
grand opening has been donated to the Murray Baseball Association. Reseiving the
money is lee Bolen. Making the presentation are Clyde Love, right, Mrs. Love, and
Mike Love, left, owners of the new restaurant. Staff Photo by Davgl Mu
And find out what it's like to feel
cleaner than soap.
-
If you've never tried Zest, you've got
o lot more to gain than justtoving 104.
Zest lets you step out of tkig shower
feeling refreshed, deo- ,r. thdn you did
• with regulat-sodp. Arid that's
a feeling you can't put a price on -
Zest isn't like rgu0r -soap. Zest has
-speciol rinsing-agents not found in sook
It dorrit leave a. sticky soap film
on your skin so you feel cleaner.
Take the coupon attached on the -
right to your store dnd save 104 on 0
boof Zest Bur moreitrflportant.
Zest ca help you fir 0 out what ifs
\ like ro feel like 0 million.
JO 9096
CUT ALONG DOTTED  LINE
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DOLLAR BARGAINS




SPAGHETK BLACKEYED PEAS, PURPLE HULL
PEAS, & CHOPPED TURNIP GREENS
YOUR BUSH 
CHOICE 13 OZ. CAN  5/s1
SPINACH or BUSW
TURNIP GREENS Uzi TuRNIPS.  4/'1
TOWELS Gm)BV/. till  2/s1
PILLSBURYCARTON
BISCUITS.. CAN.ro:2/$1
What does a dollar buy? Well, at Jim
Adams CD this week you'll find 9
BARGAINS throughout the store.
Dollar stretchers are a pleasant hap-






















A Note to our customers: Due to crop and harvest situations we would advise you to
use head lettuce sparingly. A suggested substitute would be BIB lettuce or where
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NOW TO PL AY AND WIN RAN* ROL
A hib•• own vow
•••N ADA -4•••••
• Amor. • free pwr.r. r•n1 I.. own soot
•••••••••r of Ow
C toomperve on the ••••••1v r••••
Awnetied anew es. raw.
o ii yew I so., As.0
Molehald o. sou. Irruly ft.. has1
em• sownelted that .•••\ Vow Oto
%Attn.,.
i I, ado, to Iwo, van. must




Tyr. no..rmethwo wwwwv td to. nowt
nel be gloom. te
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, OCT. 12, 1976.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
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  CREAM STYLE or
  WHOLE KERNEL
(111101 SITU COINN SOT/
CORN
4/$
As Advertised On TV
1
POLISH. liFIVTURE 12o  99'
DOWNY FA% 64 oz..  
459
WAFFLE
SYRUP . SZIA•LIEY  99'
FISH'N ,„,
CHIPS . 89'
HOMINY rirrE 15 oz.
CHOPPED KRAUT to.  6/s 1
POT
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The cover of "Kentucky Hospitality: A 200-Year
Tradition,— a 320-page coqkbook available Oct. 1
through members of the Kentucky federation of
Women's Clubs, and after Nov. 15 through bookstores
as well.
New Cookbook Published
By State Women's Clubs
More than 500
recipes—including broiled
bear paws, sassafras tea, hoe
cakes and burgoo out of the
pioneer past, together with
recipes for such present
Kentucky-military delights as
-Hot Brown," brown sugar
crunch and Hawaiian -am-
brosia salad, and 10 delightful
essays tracing the Com-
monwealth's hospitable ways
wiTh food—make up "Ken-
tucky Hospitality: a 200-Year
Tradition," due for
publication Oct. 1.
It took three years to
produce the 320-page hard-
cover' volume, said Mrs.
Ralph Cooper, the
Lexingtonian who took on the
chore of editing the new book
as a project of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
KFWC).
"It's remarkable the book is
. out sti soon, involving as it did
some 12,000 members of our
260 clubs and thousands of
recipes, hundreds of con-
ferences and telephone calls,"
she said.
Gov. and Mrs. Julian
Carroll Marked the book's
publication with a reception
Sept. 29 honoring represen-
tatives of KFWC, University
Press' of' Kentucky, the
. Bicentennial Commission,
historical societies, the media
and the booksellers.
-Kentucky Hospitality" will
be , available through local
woman's clubs, and after Nov.
15 it will also be on sale at
bookstores. The price is $7.95
and profits from its sale will
go toward the philanthropic
projects of the KFWC.
Carter Scheduled To
Speak At Eastern U.
RICHMOND, Ky. CAP) —
U.S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-
Ky., is scheduled to speak
Thursday at a joint meeting of
the Scabbard and Blade and
the College Republicans at
Eastern Kentucky University.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-4-AP) —
Officials of North Carolina's
reformed court system have
recommended against the
establistunent of ' a district
judgeship in every Kentucky
county.
They said it wasn't
necessary to have a district
judge in each county because
some rural counties would not
have enough cases to justify a
full time judge, Rep. Charles
Wible, D-Owensboro, said
Thursday.
Wible, vice chairman of the
special legislative Committee
on the Implementation of
Kentucky's Judicial Article,
and 16 others visited North
Carolina this week to observe
how that state's reformed
court system works.
Wible said in a telephone
interview that the two-day trip
was "definitely worthwhile.
"We were able to see fir-
sthand how judicial im-
plementation has taken place,
what progress they have made
in their judicial reform, and




November that reforms the
commonwealth's judicial
system, and the General
Assembly must enact
Evidence Needed Fo(S. Security
People who file for Sup-
plemental Security Income
payments can prevent delays
by having certain documents
and information ready before
contacting the Social Security
Office to file their applications
according to a local Social
Security official.
The Supplemental Security
Income program is ad-
ministered by the Social
Security Administration and
makes monthly payments to
people who are• 65 or over,
blind or disabled, and who
have limited income and
resources.
-When applying for SSI,"
said the spokesman, "a person
should always have with him
his Social Security card. If
applying on the basis of
disability; he must be able to
furnish the names, addresses,
and phone numbers of all
doctors and hospitals that
have treated. him for his
disability and .the dates of
treatment."
"If applying on the basis of
age, a person should have a
birth or batismal certificate or
some other old document to
prove his age."
It would also be helpful if
people applying for SSI know
how much cash they have on
hand and the value of any car,
truck, or other motor vehicle
if they own one.
In addition, evidence of an
individual's income - and
resources may be required;
that is, checkbooks and
savings account books; any
stocks, bonds:- ind life in-
surance policies; automobile











Tennis Shoes - Keds
$500
All On Tables






Off Reg. Price 536.95-49.95
=111:3
Downtown






real estate tit statements if
he owns a home or any other
property; last year's income
tax return and W-?
statements. The telephone
number for the Paducah
Social Security Office is 443-
7506. The telephone number
for the Mayfield crffice is 247-
8095.
legislation to fully implement
Lt by Jan. 1,1978.
Gov. dOlian Carr.oll has said
ta will call a special session of
the legislature later this year
for the primary purpose of












When the corps offered to
hold a public meeting .on
dredging operations for the
project, the environmentalist
group took them up on it and
has effectively blocked the
corps,from accepting, bids on
the piltject at least until next
year.
Dr.. Michael G. Miller, a
Murray State University
English professor who heads
the committee, said the corps
The Kern River in California, probably will be able to go
flowing through Tulare and through with its plan even-
Kern counties, has been called _twiny..  
the fastest-river in the nation. miller said the committee
It drops 91 feet for 40 miles 
rot 
hopes to permanently stop the
through Kern canyon and dur- . 'un-•p ject because of its •ing its flood period has been  •
clocked at more than 100 miles workability" and the
an hour. "destruction of wildlife."
-‘
Willie -and Gary Lahr, a
Legislative Research Corn.
Mission staff member who
accompanied the group of
legislators and county of-
ficials and their represen-
tatives, said North Carolina
officials appeared amazed
that Kentucky is attempting to
implement its reform so
quickly.
"They couldn't begin to
comprehend or cope with the
idea-that in approximately one
year from the time our con-
stitutional amendnient
passed we Were trying to put it
into effect," Wible said.
North Carolina paSsed its




Mrs. Annetta Steenbergen and
her husband, Robert, get
along just line on the western
Kentucky farm they operate,
_despite a gentleman caller
who takes her for a tide into
town each day.
Her "gentleman caller" is
Allen County Sheriff Bill
Minix. The "ride" is a trip t-
the Allen County Courthouse,
where Mrs. Steenbergen is
serving jury duty in Allen
Circuit Court.
Mrs. Steenbelgen, who says
no one has ever had to send the
sheriff after her before, does
not have a driver's license.
,And since her husband is too
bury -making molasses this
time of year, Circuit Judge.
Frank R. Goad enlisted
Sheriff Minix's help-- and
patrol car.
Goad said he -decided when
the court session began that he
wasn't going to accept any
excuses for jury duty, except
sickness and poor hearing.
So when Mrs. Steenbergen,
45, told the judge she'cdulcin't
drive on the highway because
of' a phobia. Goad sent the
sheriff after her.
Although she's handy with a
tractor, Mrs. SteAbeegen
says she's afraid to drive on
highways and so never got a
driver's license.
"Always before, my
husband or somebody could
drive me anywhere I needed
logo. Now, though, the cane is
'just right' and Robert has to
stay with making the
molasses." she said. '-
In any eeenr,—Mrs. Steen-,
bergerVs 1.•isits- from the
sheriff will be-Over soon. The




' Either way, save 504.
,4.,, , ,„,
)0.41 ,. ,.
....„: 1 ., 7-741- ,
v #jet;
Get great coffee flavor—great
coffee arciri')o in Nescafe'
Instant Coffee. There's Nescafe
Regular And Nescofe Decaf-
feinated with the some great
flavor only 97% caffein freq..-- -----
Either way you get great
flavor and aroma from ihe
"." worlds largest selling brand
of instorrt -coffees.









but it took three more years to
draft legislation CO implement
it, and five years after that to
actually put it into effect.
Wible said.
left -the-Kentucky
delegation satisfied that the
state is heading in the right
direction—at least on two
counts according to Wible.
The North Carohna--effieiala.
said one shoftcoming Of their
system is that not. all judges
are required to be attorneys.
In addition, the judges run -in
partisan elections.
Under Kentucky's judicial
article, judges run in non-
paritisan elections and ere
required at all levels to be
attorneys.
However, the North
Carolina experience shed little
light on one of the most con-
troversial questions facing
Kentucky legislatore'how to
return fines and forfeitures
generated by the court system
to -the local units of govern-
ment.
North Carolina didn't have
to solve that problem, since
the fines and forfeitures
collected there have
traditionally gone to local
school boards.
Wible said the" 'Kentucky
delegation came away tvith
the impression that under the
reformed system, justice is
administered 4gmore quickly
"and the 'quality of justice is
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ITU WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS.
I. legal 1ticaice 2. Notice
ASOF THIS date_IM- 76, I ."
Hilda Jaclson, am no
longer responsible- for
the debts of my
husband, Earl T.
Jackson, deceased on 4-








Sports 7 5 3-1918,




on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-
1916 and 753-1917, •
ROTARY SALE aid,
Auction will be open at L




'8:00 a.m. tot.00p. m. Mori-
day thru Saturday. HO
-Train Sets & Accessories.
Airplane, car & truck model
kits, macrame kits & sup-
plies and much more. Also








I DON'T K NOM,
YCL) BLIT ,



















Poison Control  
Senior Citizens
Needhne 



































A JIILE AND TAKE A t•iAr .'M













hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
3. Card Of Thanks
The family of Truman
Stalls wish to take this
opportunity to express
our gratitude and ap-
preciation to those who
stood by us during the
illness and death of our
dear Husband ' and
father.
Our special thanks go to
Dr. Charles Clark .and
Dr. C. C. Lowry for their
untiring efforts.




May God richly bless
our pastor, Rev. Bill
Pryor and family for
their faithfulnec-s and_
expressions of love they
have shown to the entire
family.
May God also bless
Rev. John Stalls for his
consoling words and his
family for their
beautiful songs.
Words are inadequate, •
but we are so grateful to
those who sat with our
loved one during this
Critical time,
We will be -eternally
grateful to the ones who
so graciously prepared
food and for 'all the
beautiful floral
arrangements.
We miss him now, our
hearts are sore, as time
goes by we miss him
more.
The Family of Truman
Stalls
sTuote i4ARCt MARC;E-




EXERCISE. Uealth SPa •
Call 753-0129.
'Awry:mutely 12..000sia. ft. ofrental space available at 2ndand Poplar Streets WesternDark Tobacco Packing Corp .Murray, Ky., Phone 7534342.
NOTICE
HEEL,
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK Pittsburgh







Auction at Murray H. S.,
Oct. 14, at 6:00 p. m.
LOST IN Elm Grove area
4 months old black
Angus heifer. Call 753-
4106.
FOUND THREE month
old female cat, silver
grey, tiger striped.
Wearing flea collar.
Found on College Farm
Rd. Call 753-3994 after
4:30.
FOUND WHITE faced
bull. Identify, and pay
for ad.. Call 753-6479.
FOUND WEISER key No.
E-25476. Found outside
Fred's Store, claim key
at Ledger & Times.
FOUND AT Fairlane and
Circarama, young male
cat. Yellow -with orange
stripes. Call 753-1206.
FOUND BRASS Camel
Pickup at Murray H. S. -
Gym., Thurs. Oct. 14,
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5. Lost And Found
LAST LARGE male sable
Collie in Taylor store











, pay accordingly, to
---work for a New and














tact Perry Barrett at
Regal 8 Motel, Room
45.
 Ai-I GOT TH
NI-100MIN SUSPICION THAT-
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per week, plus auto
-expense bontis.
Tremendous future if


















type of medical ex-
perience_ Please send
resume to P.O. Box 32B.
FULL TIME SALES




but will train. No Sun-
day work with 1 day off.
Apply by giving age,
sex, - education, marital
status, experience and 2
character references, in
own handwriting, to P.
0. Box 264B Murray,
Ky. All correspondence
confidential.
PART TIME sales person
for locally owned retail
store. No night or
Sunday -, work.
Experience _ helpful.
Apply be giving age,
sex, education, marital
status, experience and 2
charactE,r references in
own handwriting to Box




worker ' for Sunday
morning and night








711 South 12th St.
Murray
WANT 1 11 GOOD
Income
liflhttcd ,1r4 by your own
abilities and initiative.
Call 75.1-4124 for ap-
pointment
6 help Wanted
A PART- TIME car
hostess, nights. Apply in
person K and- 11 Root-
beer, 4th and Sycamore.
Midland Ross
Corporation
has an opening for




in design of tools,
gigs, fixtures and
small dies.
Please send resume to





sell or buy Watkins and





work fck a New and





Send resume to Box 32A,
Murray.
WANTED CARPENTER-
capable of outside work,




Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
AVON
EARN SSSU
Sell AVON Part time, Full
Time. Any time. Call or
write Glenda Duke, Box
3247, Paducah, Ky. 42001,

















14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
PULL TYPE combine.
Must be in good con-
dition. Call 489-2154 after
6 p. m.
WE BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur. Paducah, Ky.




Hall tree, desk (Roll-
top). Old china
cabinets, etc.
Will pay eash. Call
642-7581 11 a.m. til 5
p.m. or if out of town
call collect 901442-
7581.
15 Articles For Sale
BEFORE YOU BUY your
Ashley Wood heater,




South Cairo, Egypt at
Murray H. S. Gym, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Auction and Sale.
15. Articles For Sale




Sale and Auction, at
Murray H. S.
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks, . chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4.19
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.
PERSONALS, - Buy your
favorite a turquoise
bracelet or ring at the
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction 15-.00,
Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
35 CARDS depicting 3
different scenes during
the scene of Mafeking,
South Africa. All cards




Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
FROM WALL to wall, no-




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. 115.00
a rick. Call 436-2641.
16 Home Furnishings
WICKER PURNITURE,
fair- enrich-Non. Call 753-
7606 ask for David
O'Danil at the ATO
how. •
PERSONALS need gift
for the, young man you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
maiden to show her love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00.
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion., Murray H. S.
Gym.
BRASS FLOWER vase
for you from Jaipu,
India at Rotary Sale and




been used. $20. Call 489-
2377. If no answer call
back after 4 p.m.
BUILT-IN KITCHEN
cabinets for sale. Call
492-8618.
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marblized and solid
color* can be installed
by amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Miple.
LIKE NEW area rug with
pad, $80. 1973 Ford
Country Squire station
wagon, $2250. Call 436-
5579.
IF CARPETS look .dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K. Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
MANS ROLLFAST
bicycle. Nice. Used 2
summers. '$40. Electric





Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym
on Oct. 14, 6:00. Hand
carved figurines from




place mats and dolls
from many countries.
BROWN VINYL loveseat




are great but my hard
to get game is often
tasteless. Please' go to
Murray H. S. and pick a
caokbook from Canada
to cituak wildgame, Oct.
14,6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.
Love - Hunter Joe.
PERSONALS - Sherrie
while your boy friends is
working Thurs., Oct. 14,
Meet me at Murray H.
S., 6:00 for tea and
accessaries from all
over the world. Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.





and Service, 500 Maple














tractor and 1 row John
-'---days , nighti, 753-
3137 or 753-7263.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing -
needs. Call AAA Fence




header and bean header.
$3250. Call 489-2104.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.; -
2 0 Sports Equipment
PERSONALS Sickly? - I
have the cure for $8.00.
Buy my Zula witch
doctor beads at the
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, 6:00 Oct. 14,
Murray H. S. Gym.
PERSONALS - Need gift
for the young girl you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
warrior toshow
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00
Rotary Sale and A
tion, Murray H.S.
FOR SALE - 2 bea tiful
Finland te yes
with leathe
Oct. 14, Murray H. S., at
6:00 Rotary Club and
Auction.
PERSONALS - To B.B. -
meet me at Murray H. S.
Gym., 6:00 Thurs. Oct.
14, I have a "love letter"
for you from a young
xhosa man in South




12 and 20 gauge barrels,
perfect, make offer, Call
7534383.
NORTHWESTERN golf
clubs, good condition. 8
irons, 4 woods, plus
wedge and putter. Bag
and cart included. Call
753-5206 after 4:30 p.m.
*LARGE SIZE pool table,
with, ping pang table top.
$85. Call after 4 p.m. 753-
7585..'
1959 18 FT. Chris Craft-
boat with trailer.' Has





barrel. $175. Phone 753-
8635askfor Dan,
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, Rent to pur-
thaie- plan. Lonardo
„Piano Company, across
















Six string, case in-
elided. Call 767-4053.
GUILD 1)45 flat op guitar,
new, hard shell case,








sible party can take






Beethoven at Murray H.





















made, any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
'Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV-Radio
AM-FM stereo, 8 track
system-,.with 2 speakers
and amplifier. Excellent





27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60' -on large, nice
corner lot in subdivision
in front of East
Elementary. Has new
outbuilding and 2 large
wooden porches. Priced
to sell. Call 753-1775.
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
1974 CHALLENGER




1973 12 x 70 Penthouse,
wet bar with 8 x 7 sunken




WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
1972 12 X 50 1 bedroom,
hice, ideal for couple.
Located at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-9915.
TRAILER, 54 x 10, on
waterfront lot. Electric
heat and arr. Cell 436-
2427.
MOBILE -HOME AND
mobile home space for
rent, at Riviera Ct. Call
753-3280.
31 hint To Rent
BE OM 'CORN
ground viith - tobacco
base on it. Call 753-1775.
Al
•




































































32 Apartments For Rent
NICE SMALL apartment,
will feed and take care
of elderly person. If
interested come by 300






34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE, 5 rooms, middle
aged couple or lady. No
pets. Call 753-2987 after 4
p.m.
TWO BEDROOM house in




36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,












for sale, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction,
6:00 on Oct': 14, Murray
H. S. Gym.
38 Pets Supplies
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call /53-
_7126.
SEVEN WEEK OLD, AK-
C re,giatered Dachshund
pups, 1 black and tan
, male, 2 black .and tan
females, 1 red female.
$40. Call 1-5274886.
NEW GOD home for a
female Kangaroo and.
Joey • animal doll from
Melbourne,: "Australia,
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00




• old. Female. $35.00. Call
after 4 p.m. 753-7585.




Amazon $300. Call 767-
4053.
NEEDA goodrhome for 2




Sale and Auction 6:00 on
Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
COCIZER SPANIEL





NEED A good home for
peacock from Jaipur
India, Murray Rotary
.Club Sale and Auction,





October 8. $5.00 bushel.
Bring container-. Phone-
_ $04439;.Per-VaienOne-






October 8th, 9-5. Not
responsible for ac-
cidents. 600 Poplar, side
door.
. EIGHT PARTY Rum-
mage Sale. October 7, 8,
9. 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
On Highway 1836 bet-















suite, $50. Two end
tables, 2 dinette sets, 6
chairs, cane, bottom,
brass washboard, lots of
other items. 121 South
about 5 miles from New






$354.00 Up. Floored, reedy to *ma. Mobile home add-ons,
 patios,
carports, offices. Buy the Best for less. CUSTOM•BUILT 
POR-





This week glass, dishes, lamps, furniture, 
iron,
crocks, Jugs, no telling what else
Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer
t WALLIS DRUG*PRESCRIPTIONS*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Auction Sale
Saturday, Oct. 9 at 10 a.m. on Old Highway 69 A,
10 miles from court house Paris, Tenn. near New
Springville post office.
Nice old hanging china lamp with prism, lets of
old kerosene lamps of all kinds, several Aladdin
lamps, milk glass, green, clear, amber and
brass, lots of brass lamp fittings of all kinds,
railroad switch lamp, railroad lantern, old wood
railroad bench, Gone With the Wind lamp, old
gas lights, coffee grinder, corn sheller, big brass
hanging light fixture out of•the Old Opry House in
Paris, Tenn., tall old oak clock, buffet, tables,
chairs, iron tea kettles, dinner kettles, a boiless
copper candy kettle, spittoons, wicker devan and
chair, cow bells, hall hat rack, old jugs, jars, two
brass bids, old iron bed, pitcher pump, old
railroad storage chest, hundre4s of items not
listed. Freeman and Syble Pierce are owners.






and Saturday, Octobln- 8





Saturday, October 8 and
9. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. at 403
South 11th. Side by side
-refrigerator freezer, 19
Cu. ft. Phdco, good
condition, $125, 1974
753-2833.- -






Sixth house past Todds
Body Shop on right on
Hightegy 121 South.
TWILIGHT RUMMAGE
at Murray Auto Salvage
perking lot, Thursday
and Friday. From 5 p.m.




MONEY- solid b. lie old-
money -used in Nigeria
.by the Hanssa tribe.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00
An Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
46 fir Fr )31,
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wffeat. Some bottom




Finance, JOHN C. NW-
BAUER, REALTOR
505 Main Si:, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
JUST LISTED - 3
parcels of property
located at 12th and
Poplar Street. This
property is desirable for
rental purposes now and
could be used for other
purposes when 12th
Street is/widened. If you
are ,Anterested in
propelly with in income
now aid for specWation
later.' Let Linda Drake
or any of the other sales
persons she ysti this
property. Call John C.
Neubauer Realtors, 753-
01Q1 or Linda Drake _at.
NICE OLDER home in




gas heat, 5 bedrooms,
over 2,000 sq. ft. living
area. Priced under
$10,000. Call 753-8080 or




49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR
SALE
1971 turtles Sormoville. arm
list, factory Ur, crvisonsattc,
hwdtop '550.00. can 753 5734.
"WISH I COULD (.;EY 1-1IM TO -11-4E
POLLS. HE 1.0‘.10W SO MUCH WHAT 
WRONG WITH THE COUNTRY."
43 Real Estate
BRICK SIX ROOMS, 2
baths, separate shop
building. 516 South 11.
Call 753-9380.
FOR ALL YOUR IN-
SURANCE or real
estate needs. Call 
Wilson Insurance and
Real, Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.
WANT PLENTY of elbow
room? Then this is for
you. On 4 acres just 1/2
miles East of Highway
94 on Irvin Cobb Road.
Brick 3 bedroom with
11/2 baths, 2 car garage,.
covered patio, deep
well. Land is gently
rolling. Home built in
1971 and is modernI Call
us for appointment to





for this six room, 2
bedroom, 1/2 bath home
in Hazel, Ky., featuring
central gas heat,
basement and double
garage on 1.21 acres of
_lovely, landscaped
property. Included is
private well in addition:.
to city water and sewer
system. Phone Kop-
perud Realty for details,
753-1222.
HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick ranck home
' with large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and' ail,
attached garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful area.
Large machine shed and
other outsitle storage on
property.- Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine pruperty.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs your
- listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in.
selling Your property.
44 Lots For Sale
FIVE ACRE LOT at New
Cocord. Owner  will 
finance. Phone492-8178. -
46, Homes For Sale





125. Four months old,
under warranty_
$550. Call 753-7725.
1972 450 HONDA, goad
condition at reduced
price. See at 803 N 19th,
call 753-2267.




60 ACRES, new 2
bedroom brick home.
Call 382-2299.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 51/2 acres
(with. 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
Pi bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air,- 40! x 60'
body shop. Price $50,000.
Call _ •
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 MAZD,4 411000-milest
Needs body work. $500.
101 N. 13th Street..
'.Monday .Throrugh
Friday. Call 753=5886.
1973 IMPALA -4 door
sedan. - 350 V-8





dition. $2250. Call 753--
9189 or 753-8124 after 5.
1970 FORD ,ion
automatic. 1973 Dat4un 2
door car, air conditiki, 1
owner, good con.cliti2n.,
$1475. Call 489-2595
1964- •GMC - - - ton.
OWNER, SACRIFICING, 
, -Excellent condition.




- --features, special op-
portunity, illness. Call
753-0940•
' - - - -
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with











woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory. Grove Rd.
' Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
REDUCED TO $28,000 on
nice 3 bedroom home.",












shop building. On two-
!thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
REDITMD - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit--
chen-den combination, (






gas heat and electric
air. Located on large lot
in lovely section of city.
Upper 20's. Call 753-3908
• after 12 noon. 411
BY OWNER -3 bedrooni:
home, 2 small out-
buildings, .close to
shopping centers and





brakes. Call j74-9740 or
- 474-V57.
1974 MONTE CARLO.




new tires. Call 753-2558„
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
'1974 Toronado. 35,000
miles. Brakes, steering,
air. Power seats and
windows: AM-FM tape.
Radial tires. See at
Tabers 'Body Shop. Call
7534134. •
1971 CHEVELLE SS, 350,
automatic 4. air, power •
steering, brakes. AM-
FM radil. air shocks
--and Cragcr mag. Call
435-4294 after 5.
1960 CORSAIR Paneled




Fully equipped. Can be
__seen at 401 Sou-th 6th.
FOR QUICK SALE, 1950.
Plyrriouth, bad con-
dition. four new, never
used white wall- tires,
only $110. Reason for
selling Can't slant




has poy.rer brakes and






condition. See at 315









1 9 6 3 FORD
CUSTOMIZEi van,
mag wheels, track






rack, fog tights, blue
green. 2.1150. Call 753-
9429.
1971 CADILLAC__.Coupe_
De Ville_ $1800 Can 751_
8299, after 3:30.
1970 DATSUN 4 'door
station wagon. Extra
'sharp'. Can be seen 1605




753-9312 after 4 p.m.
- - _
SPORT CAR - 1973 Toyota
Celica ST, 4 speed,
radials, air _ condition,
40,000 miles, -must sell
best offer. Call 502-442-
1827.
1964 CHEVY BkLAIR, 6
cylinder, automatic, 4
- door, good condition.
"Call 436-5395.
1971 V. W. SUPER Beetle.
57,000 miles. Call 753-
6424 or 753-7356. _
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
.Sleeps six. Call 753-4904,
51.Services Offered
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and












days a week, have ex-
perience and referen-
ces, and-or will do home
addressing for' local
firths or public. Call 753-
7694.
CARPET CLEANING




Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
'EXPERIENCED
PAINTING, interior and
exterior by the bout or
job. Free estimates. Call
753-8343. -
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heal' and cooling








, anywhere. Call Ross,
438-2505.
KIRBY' eARPET CARE.
clean rug,'s of all kinds.
In busineks, honies, and
institution rugs come
-riean ' by steam
cleaning. ' Free




  gENERA-L BACKHOE
1948-CHRYSLER Winsor, work, white grave',
6 cylinder, automatic,, bank gravel. Call 436-
one owner. Ca-11 492-8338. 2306.1 .
•
A926
5 1 Services Offered
DR I V EWA YS- - -
G,RAVELED,will haul
types of rock; white,
decorative and wash'.
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking;
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795. '
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old














K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone . 753-3323.







and table tops; and also
" aluminum storm doors








WILL DO Babysitting in
my home. Call 753-0305.
TREE TRIMMING and












and service,_ Call Tony
Montgomery, . 753-6760
day or night








Doulk Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES- AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






structiOn Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306. •
'ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing






and roofs sealed. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th






-Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate: Call, Steven




TANK and . backhoe
work needs call John







CUSTOM HAY bailing _ male kitten. 0 months
and custom combining., old. Affectionate and-
C1111253-8090. healthy. Call 753-3994. -
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling•
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-554:




ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.





slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and












rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered , and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic._
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
GREY TIGER male




beagle pups, male and,
female. About 7 weeks
ofd Call 753-3994 after
4:30.
OLD FURNITURE free:
to anyone who will haul
away. Call 753-5964 after:
5.
FREE TWO pail.
, Dachshund puppies, 4
months old, male and
female„ small short,.
haired, have had all -
shots and have been
wormed. Periee-tif=
healthy beautiful "pups.
Call 753-7706 or 753-4576.
SM4 week old kittens. All
grey. Call 751.3896.
FREE TO good home.
Young black male dog,
part Shepherd. Someone
dropped him. Make nice
pet, very friendly. Call..
498-8637.
TWO LARGE apple trees,
already cut into links. .
Must remove all brush.
Call 753-5554.
• FREE ADMISSION to
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H,
Gym.
5







Murray Supply Co, Inc.
208 753-8361
Public Notice
4 request has been.received from Sid and Loret-
to Jobs by the Murray Planning Commission to
hold a public hearing. to rezone the property at
120fr and 1202 Sycamore from R-2 residential to
PO Professional office. .A public hearing will lie
held at Murray City Hall on October 19, 1976 at
7:00 p.m. All interested-parties are invited to at-
tend this meeting.
W. A. Franklin, Chairman of Murray Planning Com-







During Or tohe r
Murray Supply Co.







EXCW.ENT BtrY - includes all thefurriiture-,-
in this three bedroom double wide mobile home
with a 150 ft. x 120 ft. lot. Completely un-
derpirineci and ha.) a roofed.patio only $ rmo. ,
Tear business is etweys opprecieted at ROBERTS INALTT.
440141411M el
ea, MOM a* 'Aso
















426 BROADWAY ST. • PADUCAH, KY. 42001
STORE HOURS
Monday thru Saturday






A Whole New Way to Shop and Save to Buy the Very Best for So Much Less
Hillmark Jewelefs & Distributors would like to invite you to stop by their brand .new catalog showroom In downtown Paducah across from Walgreens and pick up your personal coov of Hillmark's
208 page gift catalog. Come to the beautiful Hillmark showroom and see all the name brands fOund in the Hillmark gift book-all on display for your inspection. Make your selections, and take immediate,






Grand Opening Celebration Thru The Month Of October
Register For Our Valuable Grand Opening Gifts.
Pick Up Your FREE 208 Page Gift Catalog




Good Clean Fun!!!!-And a
shower besides. It makes
evpry other kind Qf
bathing kind of dull after
you've had a Dial
Massage. Works in almost
any shower, replaces
almost any existing
showerhead, - and • then
you're in for it the treat of
your life. Just turn the dial
to select the water action
you like, four different and-distinct sprays, six unique
water actions from gentltr. to vigorous. Pulsating
massage -action works like thousands Of fingers
stroking.itneading tired, aching muscles. You'll love it!!!
Two models to choose from, fixed or hand-held, but
choose soon. Stop wasting,tirne lust showering.
oD M-100 1 2 9FIXED HEAD LIST $29.95
#DM-200 HAND-HELD LIST $39.95
THERE ARE MANY REASONS FOR SHCSPPING
HILL'S BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY DEPARTMENT
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THEM . . . .
DELICATE FILIGREE
RING WITH DIAMOND





















WATCH — LIGHTS UP
AND TELLS YOU THE
TIME. COUNTS OFF
THE SECONDS, GIVES







Player console for 8 track
tapes with slide controls
for volume tone, and
balance. Push-buttons
power switch and pro-
gram selector with auto-
--',Inatic indicator -lights.
Jacks for headphone,
phono input and speakers. Plus a pair of wide range 8 ohm speakers,
walnut vinyl veneer cabinets with foam grill. Outfit includes 9' audio.






Why sit and look at TV when you can turn it into a mind-challenging
electronic playground. The entire family can play 3 super games-
tennis, hockey, smash-with hit, miss and rebound, plus visting team-
home team player controls, I separate speed selectors with change in





A pre-season special on this complete portable type-
writer, a deluxe full size machine with Key-set
Tabulator, basket shift, carriage lock, two color ribbon
and stencil selection, aUtomatic paragraph indentation,
and integrated carrying case. Yourchoice of Pica or
Elite type. If you're looking for a really rugged portable






There are lots of Citizens Band radios on the market but the top
banana in electronics is still Panasonic. So we thought if you're look-
ing for quality in a 23 Channel CB, here's one with four watts RF out-
put, squelch control, Delta tuning, Noise Blanker/Automatic Noise
Limiter switch,S/RF meter, CB/PA switch, and many more deluxe
features... then you would probably appreciate a special price on a
quality unit.
#RJ3200 LIST $179.95 $134"
RaClOtin
ElEctronic Calculator
A back-to-school special on
a five function calculator
that includes a percentage
key and constant on all func-
tions. Full floating decimal.
Eight digit LED display.
Here's the best value we've
found in a pocket calculator
and at a price that makes
easy for every kid (an
moms and dads, too) to hay





COOK N' STORE SET
A veify special Corningware Set includes the popular
one quart and one and a half quart covered-saucepans
and the very popular and useful Petite pans and covers
.that, are perfect for cooking small portions and then can
easily be used for storing and reheating leftovers Avail-
able in new Spice 0' Life or Country Festival Patterns
Great to use yourself, absolutel9 fantastic as shower
and wedding gifts. A word to the wise. supplies 'are
limited!! A $30.40 value if purchased separately
#A-411S 1297
MR.COFFEE T.
No group of specials is
complete nor any
kitchen fulfilled without
Mr. Coffee. Here's the
latest model — at the
very latest special price!!
From the company that
Made coffee , prepara-
tion an art, we have a
flow-through coffee-
maker that quite simply
makes lust about the
best cup of coffee you've
ever tasted, and makes it
fast — a full pot at the
rate of about 30 seconds
a cup. And at today's
coffee prices you want
to make every cupful a delight — and that's what Mr.
Coffee does. Take it from Joe Dimaggio: "Mr. Coffee is
Great", and take Mr. Coffee from us — this month at
very special prices.
CI3600 LIST $39.95 $23"
And — a very special special on genuine Mr. Coffee
Filters —
C101,00 Box of 100 Filters 79'







Interested in the best vacuum
cleaner buy on the market? Here it
is: Eureka Upright with all the
deluxe features including a head-
light, six-way Dial-A-Nap rug
height adjustment that makes it
perfect for every carpet from
indoor/outdoor to heavy shag,
power-driven disturbulator beater
bar brush roll that gets out the
deepest dirt, and a top-filling dis-
potable dust bag that prevents the
suction tubes from clogging. And









































































































You Get More Than Low Low Prices At




S. Extra Wide Aisles
Or fm 
"Goodness gracious,





Omar WA100 boas pi to Ibsen fr.. k Mop I. a feed dors Big Jahis is
Amid sere ie has k. We fed pe pal sell mot Rids seri* larger them Big Ma's
asy does them St. lads, Memphis Of WNW
Ws is Big Jam's poky to imp sir had dens as dam as your ma kitchen.
Big Jelia cii. Nil tip quiet meats, aid we Sr. se sare si this quality_ that Nary item amiss $
Webb Isar Must Bask Ciatamiss.
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Instant Tea   301 $129 -
Say-Sum
x--— CHEESE SPREAD lb Bo $129_,_
-- 
Kraft Pure
, gallon 96'_— voNyalkweORANGE JUICE 'than ,fro0WEEK LONG SPECIAL---- iv NI 
Quaker
OATS   18 n, 49' 
sioohns ___
_ ,
i WEEK LONG SPECIAL
-- Prices In This &I Good Wed. Oct 6 Through Tun Oct 12 Se"s 1°Wr II hieftill Ms Right TO Limit —_
---,.----- 
, le V N _,_ __ _











































































This Is Just A Few Of Big John's
Every Day low Shelf Prices.























:pic toPres emu Why Pay Campbell's




  8 oz
  3 lbs
Armour Potted
MEAT  3 oz.
'Showboat - 300
SPAGHETTI 




SIG )011141 INCE Why Pay
More Than
464 Big John'sSalk For















mc 10PINS Pita Why Pay
More Than











MG IOW" PRICE Why pay
More Than
664 Big John'sSells for
ENG JOHNS POO Why Pay
More Than




• USC 1(.014•5 PIKE Why Pay




MC 101015 PRPLE Why Pay
More Than-



























• 294 Big John'sSells For
- UCpHPSPSICi More Than








NG PIONS PINCE Why Pay
More TbaI
454 141°h"Sells For







  3 Lb. Sells For
6. oz






















4 Big John s
Sells For
SIC 1014455 FIM I Why Pal
More Than
78% Big JohnSells for
MC 10115S MCI Why
.win, More Than
  300 size 1/- Big lohdy
• Sells For





DONUTS . 9 oz- Pkg 784




Rosedale Fruit - 303
COCKTAIL






























- Lucky Winner - Be Sure Your Cord Is Punched
84 Johns Sofro Cosh Pot Is Never lets Than




















7 a.m. tit MIDNIGHT
7 Days A Week
Kuntry Fresh Frying Chicken
BREAST lb. 89C
Kuntry Fresh
FRYER THIGHS lb. 694
Kuntry Fresh Fryer
DRUM STICKS lb. 79'
Bryan
CANNED HAMS lib. Can '5"
Emge or Reelfoot Pure






Smoker Holovr Whole Boneless
_HAMS 
• EACH WEEK I START MY MENU PLANNING
WITH THE MEATS FEATURED IN THESE ADS.
KNOWING THEY ARE OFFERED AT THE LOWEST
PRICES. CONSISTENT WITH THE FINE QUALITY I
HAVE GROWN TO EXPECT AND ALWAYS
GET AT BIG JOHN'S
U. S. Om Inspected -
Equals Chicken and One Half Cut-Up Mixed Parts
FRYElt 









00 wiener: per pack •
1111Mik
Mirk






















Al Big John's Health & Beauty Aids Are
DISCOUNT PRICED
ROLL-ON Reg 97 r.vitae769'
keel MiSt 1/2 bz
DRISTAN










6 oz. Dry Care VICKS Rig. $1.39













NO SALES TO DEALERS PLEASE Prins In This $14 Oiled Wed. Oct. 6 Min* Toes. Oct. 12
••••
• WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO WET
FOR THE BEST
FOOD BUYS...
LOOK FOR OUR •
AD EVERY WEEK! ,
From the moment our FARM FRESH Produce is picked until
it is in your hands it is kept scientifically refrigerated to
Protect its "Just Picked" freshness and vitamins. We
carefully groom them, removing waste, to assure
you more for your money.
Michigan
CARROTS 2 lb. Bag 484
lurnho Size
BROCCOLI each 784 Turnip or Mustard
GREENS ' 
Del Monte
89( RAISINS. . . . - 6 p .ack 69( Jumbo ,• 70*
BELL PEPPERS 5 f2,2100
Red Delicious Washington State
Parker House
ROLL Doz.
8" Size
Luncheon
